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CHAPTER I
SOCIAL PROGRAMS IN POST-WORLD WAR II USA
This study will focus on one federally financed approach to aid the
poor, and minority and disadvantaged persons - namely employment concepts
embodied in the manpower programs and War on Poverty,
Additionally, this study will attempt to concentrate on Massachusetts
state government bureaucracy and its mechanisms which were badly prepared
to meet the challenge and the difficulties created by Manpower Employment
and "War on Poverty" programs.
The final chapter discusses one politically rational planned approach
to Manpower programs in which: (l) "the decision-maker considers all of
the courses of action open to him, i.e. courses of action are considered
which are possible within the conditions of a situation and in the light
of the ends needed to be attained; (2) identification and evaluation of
all the consequences which would follow from the adoption of each potential
course of action... ( 3 ) the final selection of that alternative, the
probable consequences of which would be preferable in terms of most valued
ends
This rational political approach would employ many of the existing
federal, state and local bureaucratic structures. Such a proposal will
demonstrate that well-conceived programs with appropriate planning could
have been effective in fulfilling the hope and spirit of MDTA in the
"^Edward Banfield and Martin Myerson, Poli tics
,
Plannjing_ and the Public
Interest (New York: The Free Press, 1966), p. 31^.
2manpower process if the decision-makers and bureaucrats had the will to
do so.
Excessive preoccupation with the internal machinations of the
Manpower-Job Placement programs (i.e., who got the money, the staffing
patterns), and faulty program design and absurd restrictive guidelines
have consistently disappointed and discouraged would-be clients from par-
ticipating in Manpower programs. Manpower has impressed potential program
participants with its consistently "undistinguished" record. The follow-
ing will be an examination of this record.
A. Civil Rights Movement
It has been said that political pluralism, many different groups
representing a diversity of interests, is a source of this country's
2
strength and greatness. Groups, representing specific vested interests,
are said to be catalysts in social, economic, cultural and technological
progress. This pluralist society, the argument continues, makes possible
the transmitting of collective desires into appropriate governmental
action, the logical presentation of needs and specialized information to
policy makers, and the maintaining of scrutiny over policy makers to
3insure the protection of the interests of the various pressure groups.
Additionally, interest group theory suggests that groups, lobbyists and
other united parties can be active and successful before the Federal,
2
II
. R. Mahood, Pressure Groups in American Politics (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1967 ) , p. 27 .
3
Ibid ,
3state and local governments to shape them into responsible and responsive
activity
.
Yet the traumas experienced in the 1960s
,
outlined, in part, by Jerry
Avorn in U£ Against the Wall
,
make this theory seem hollow indeed. Pres-
tigious Columbia University bordered New York's largest black ghetto and
Columbia would not or could not hear the cries for help from the ocean of
%
poverty that surrounded it. Middle class suburban philosophy differs
sharply from ghetto-minded inner city life styles. Sadly, the root of
this dichotomy defines itself today more clearly than ever between Black
and White
. Desegregation, once the moral catchword of the affluent majori-
ty, is today a dirty word among rich and poor alike. Violence in the
streets and invasion of one's home have become an all too common way of
life in America. However, today's tension springs from roots established
a quarter of a century ago.
After World War I, the United States retained a political posture of
neo-isolationism - a policy of non-interference and non-participation in
the affairs of states in the world community. Until 19^1, the country
publicly adopted a policy of neutrality with respect to the belligerents
in World War II. However, in 19^1 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in a
message to Congress, outlined this nation's position on the growing war -
his reasons for potentially having the United States become embroiled in
the conflict. "We look forward to a world founded on four essential free-
doms," said the President. And these freedoms as outlined by President
^Ibid.
, p. 301.
1+
Roosevelt were a) freedom of speech; b) freedom of worship; c) freedom
from fear; and d) freedom from want. 5 With this statement, Roosevelt
shattered the United States illusion of neutrality and isolationism with
respect to the World Community. This statement of the "Four Freedoms"
was the first step in preparing the nation for war. It was also the
first step in preparing the nation for the moral grounds upon which the
conflict would be fought. The War, as stated by the President, would be
fought by the U.S. on moral-ethical grounds. But, at the same time, this
nation also served notice that it would, for the first time, have some-
thing to say about the Post-War World.
^
The U.S. emerged from the moral war, World War II, not only the pre-
eminent military force in the world, but also conceiving itself to be the
gatekeeper of the globe's morality (through the Marshall Plan, the Atlantic
Charter, N.A.T.O. and the creation of the United Nations) as well. Radio
and television tied the nation as never before to news events around the
world. Korea and the Cold War Communist threat fanned the continuing moral
fervor concerning world and domestic politics in this country.^ The United
States rebuilt Europe, it restored Japan, and created West Germany out of
gthe rubble of defeat. This exercise of American world power settled in
like a soothing salve on the American conscience. If we could create the
5Milton J. Belasco, Basic World History (New York: Cambridge Book
Company, Inc., 1959), p. 1*12.
°
Ibid
.
,
p. 1+20.
^Ibid
. ,
p. 1+ 50 .
^Ibid.
,
p. 1+1+2.
5world in our own image, what could prevent the United States from creating
a better life for its impoverished and illiterate citizens at home? Out
of the Post-World War II media explosion and general national self-
righteousness there developed an atmosphere conducive to the existence
of Southern Civil Rights marches and sit-ins of the late 1950s, To many
in the North, during this era, civil disobedience became synonymous with
courage of conviction. The Northern-Eastern Establishment looked with
shock and righteous indignation at the attempts of the Southern Establish-
ment to forcibly block a small coalition of clergymen, blacks and liberals
from trying to win true equality - "life, liberty and the pursuit of hap-
piness - for the Negro, so long held in inferior status by, what was
thought to be exclusively, the Southern society.
As outlined in the Kerner Commission report, action-oriented media,
like television, coupled with a kind of "holy war" morality, gave dispro-
portionate coverage and exposure to the first small efforts of the Civil
Rights movement which began in 19^9 . In 19^9, Arnold Aronson, Civil Rights
pioneer and activist in the Anti -Defamation League, along with Roy Wilkins,
national black spokesman for the NAACP, and others organized a coalition
designed to move Congress to introduce and pass national Civil Rights
legislation. This coalition became known as the Civil Rights Leadership
Conference. The goal of the fledgling political movement was, through the
political process, to focus the nation's attention on gaining increased
minority access to equal educational opportunities, training, access to
jobs and promotion once a job is secure. This nationwide political interest
in the moral issue of "equality" manifested itself in the landmark Supreme
6Court decision on integration in the famous Brovn vs. the Topeka Board of
Education case in 195*4 - a decision which was, according to Aronson,
geared toward the South, where segregation was legislatively mandated. 9
Civil Ri£hts_ and the Brown Decision
. The Brown vs. Topeka Board of
Education Supreme Court decision, decided May IT, 195U
,
declared that the
doctrine of "separate hut equal" established in Plessy vs. Ferguson has
no place in the field of public education, since separate educational
facilities are inherently unequal.
^
The Supreme Court reflected Northern sentiment when it stated, "Does
segregation of children in public schools solely on the basis of Race,
even though the physical facilities and other ’tangible •' factors may be
equal, deprive the children of the minority group of equal educational
opportunities? We believe that it does."11
Newspaper accounts hailed the Brown decision. In January, 1955,
Thurgood Marshall, then Director and Counsel of the Legal Defense and
Educational Fund Inc. of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, called the Supreme Court decision "significant progress".
It will be recognized as one of the greatest steps toward the eradication
of race and caste from American life." The New York Times reported that
Arnold Aronson, Roy Wilkins, The Today Show (New York: NBC-TV),
30 Jan. 197 1*
.
"Brown et al. V. Board of Education of Topeka," Supreme Court Repo
7*4 (17 May 195*4), p. 686.
er
11Ibid
.
,
p. 691.
12
.
"Anti-bias Record During '5*4 Hailed," New York Times (New York:
3 Jan. 1955)
,
p. IT.
7the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) believed that Civil Rights made
"great gains" in 195I+. 13
Yet the attack on the South as the major abuser of civil rights to
minorities became quite pointed. Roy Wilkins, the Executive Secretary
of the NAACP
,
charged that in Mississippi "the guarantees of the Constitu-
tion mean what the local sheriff or newspaper, or leading town businessman
or plantation owner wants them to mean. Their interpretations of the Bill
of Rights are enforced with the pistol, the shotgun, the blackjack and,
lately, through statewide citizens councils, with economic sanctions that
deprive citizens of employment, credit and homes. " ll*
January, 1956 records "anarchy" in the South. Clarence Mitchell of
the Washington Bureau of NAACP declared that if the President and Congress
took appropriate action "most of the present anarchy in the South will be
halted." He warned that failure to act on pending Civil Rights legisla-
tion "will give the green light to trigger-happy hoodlums who are deter-
mined to stamp out all recent progress, especially in the field of voting
for public officials. ' Mitchell further claimed that Mississippi elections
were characteristically fraught with "fraud, violence, and intimidation."’^
Southerners spoke of the return of the Carpetbagger to the South. Roy
V. Harris, then a member of the Georgia State Board of Regents, said, "The
TO
"Civil Rights Gains in Year Extolled," New York Times (New York:
3 Jan. 1955), p. IT.
lb
"Abuses of Rights Told to Sena.tors," New York Times (New York:
18 Sept. 1955), p. 29.
^"Speed Held Vital on Rights Bills," New York Times (New York:
b Jan. 1956), p. lb.
8Yankees freed the slaves, but they didn't feed them. They left them to
go hungry along with the white people of the South Now
.. .modern-day
carpetbaggers are back 'with the same old promises'." 1 ®
A U.S . black singer was quoted in the Soviet Union, in 1957, as say-
ing that 'forces of Evil" were compelling Negroes to flee from the South.
^
Via these and other accounts of violence, the Northern Establishment
%
became morally outraged by the "prejudice, injustice, and inequality" in
the South. 1 ® The Northern rhetoric of "Equality" was the spark which
flamed the moral issue and was the convenient device used to hide those
Northern self-righteous zealots from identifying the same "moral" outrage
in their own states, in their own communities. In February, 1958, a New
York Times story recounted that Northern newspapers
,
magazines and the
major TV and radio networks had biased the reporting of racial conflicts.
It was stated that incidents in the South were exaggerated while "racial
aspects of violence in Brooklyn and elsewhere in the North were deliberate-
ly concealed.... Interracial crimes appear to be the order of the day in
strifetorn Brooklyn, but the great Northern press and other media of public
19
communication have meticulously sought to hide the fact from the public."
^"Carpetbaggers Are Back in South, Integration Foe Warns Negroes,"
New York Times (New York: 19 Feb. 1956), p. 50*
^"Robeson Greets Soviet," New York Times (New York: 2 Jan. 1957),
p. 6.
1 ft
"Hoffman is Cited for Brotherhood," New York Times (New York:
17 Feb. 1957), p. 6l.
1
^"Cites Bias Censorship," New York Times (New York: 20 Feb. 1950),
p. 27.
9Northern anti-desegregation emotions were kept well hidden from public
media scrutiny. Northern moral outrage through the media allowed the
phrases "Integration" and "Equal Opportunity" to become acceptable to the
American public at large (without giving the people a sense of what the
impact of the decision might actually be on their own lives) in the years
following the 195^ decision. At that time there existed a traditional
tendency to look upon the Negro as a "helpless child". 20 The "protestant
Ethic" would allow whites to stoop to help a child (the Negro) in need and
the Supreme Court decision became the vehicle for the "morally upright" to
give the Negro this helping hand. The Brown decision (following strong
lobbying efforts by the American Jewish Congress and the NAACP ) became a
source of the theory that, in a politically pluralist state, majorities
will draw back in the face of the determined resistance of minorities" 2 '*'
and that the minority, per capita, "has more power than members of the
majority with respect to that particular issue."22 Ironically, the source
of this theory is the articulate spokesman for states' rights and the
preservation of slavery, John C. Calhoun. Calhoun believed that suffrage
is not sufficient to guarantee liberty. With suffrage alone, reasoned
Calhoun, misgovernment
,
tyranny
,
and oppression will continue to the same
degree as without it. What was needed by each state in its righteous and
legitimate fight against the Union was the weapon of "nullification, check,
20
Abel Plenn
,
"Report on Montgomery A Year After," New York Times
Magazine (New York: 29 Dec. 1957), p. 36.
21
Mahood, p. 11.
22
Ibid
.
,
p. 11
.
10
veto, interposition . " Nullification must somehow be placed in the hands
of minorities or constituent interests. 23
Yet, as in the case of Calhoun’s argument, the determined minority
m a pluralist society can succeed only if there is acquiescence from
the established "majority". Post-World War II morality plus a general
noblesse oblige" from the Northern media, as previously described in the
Iimes_ article by former Mississippi Representative John Bell Williams,
built the equality of races issue into a widely sh ared opinion of general
interest among the majority of the U.S. population from the mid-fifties
through the mid-sixties. As then New York Governor Harriman had described
in 1958, five years had passed and the United States moral leadership and
the moral commitment to equality appeared to be only superficial. The
pluralist can argue that the 195^ Supreme Court decision was minority
inspired, perhaps, but powerful economic interests without doubt supported
it. When pushed to actually implement the Court’s decision, the power elite
balked.
The world was focusing its attention on the new predominant power in
the world, the United States. The racial equality issue, the moral issue,
gave the U.S. a chance to demonstrate to the rest of the world that the
world’s biggest free power could be its moral leader as well. But New York's
Governor Harriman told the Jewish Labor Committee in 1958 that America's
"prestige in the world has had a precipitous decline during the past five
23Gustavus M. Pinckney, Life of John C. Calh oun (Walker, Evans, and
Cogswell Co., 1903), p. 23^.
2h
"Cites Bias Censorship," New York Times (20 Feb. 1958), p. 27.
11
years... the failure to carry out the historic Supreme Court decision on
desegregation has had a profound influence in many countries. We cannot
afford to temporize any longer. We peoples of Asia, Africa, and else-
where won’t wait for us. We cannot afford another Little Rock."25 The
Supreme Court decision itself was viewed to be in the Public Interest, but,
apparently, general implementation was not.
Public Interest
.
The... type of interest discriminated against in a system ofmany small constituencies is that for which support mustinevitably be diffuse and which is not central or preoccu-
Py
^
g/?L any 6r°UpS " the kind of interest most commonlycalled The Public Interest'. Active support for suchinterest must come from relatively small numbers of people
with some sense of cause and dedication. These numbers,like those of the minority interests, may have no effectin small constituencies and, if they are to succeed, musthave the larger numbers of a big constituency from which todraw enough people with the time, money, and drive for a
cause the benefits of which will be shared by all, 2°
In other words, "those public interests which are established as public
interests .. .become politically viable public interests only when there is
considerable support for, or at least great acquiescence (among the general
population) in their realization."^
Today
,
as in 195^, power in the United States,,,is dominated by a
small class... and within this class, a very small elite controls .. .the
major sector of our economy ... and decisions that directly affect the entire
25
"Harriman Charges Failure to Support High Court on School Integra-
tion," New York Times (New York: 31 May 1958), p. 21.
Grant McConnell, Privat e Power and American Democracy (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1967), p. 109 .
~ ^
27Mahood
,
p. 10.
12
nation. Inequality of income has not lessened.
.. despite a generation of
encroachments by lavs around crises at home.... 1 ’28 Therefore, equality,
the issue of the 1950s, as a theory, became acceptable rhetoric (not
acceptable practice) because the majority of those in power accepted it,
not because the minority intensively pursued their goal.
During the years from 195I+ to 196U
,
intellectual morality and rhetoric
seemed wholly more palatable to the American public and those who shape
public opinion than the practical application of the "equality ethic" in
the daily lives of each community. The courts were "lily white" in word,
and the communities remained lily white in deed (i.e., court tests of the
Supreme Court decision on Brown vs. Topeka Board of Education).
The Kerner Commission concluded that governmental or judicial bureau-
cracy did not move with dispatch in enforcing the Supreme Court decision.
Neither did government move with alacrity to provide programs and opportuni-
ties to aid in the implementation of the "equality under the lav" provision.
However, once the ethic had become established, there were men of courage
who would test the Constitution, and others in the media, in Congress and
in the Executive branch who would keep the issue of "equality of opportunity
under the law" alive. And, as each year vent by, more and more minority
"pressure" group members began to believe the message themselves. They
became visible and cohesive enough, long enough to move the course of
29politics. ^
28Gabriel Kolko, Wealth and Power in America (New York: Frederick A.
Praeger, 1967 ) , p. 127.
29
Mahood, p. 229.
13
The Public. Interest vs^ Public Mood .
• In the early l960s
,
national
morality and rising minority expectations came together in a common
interest at a particular moment in time. Actions began to move from
rhetoric on the "equality 1 ’ issue into the decision-making apparatus of
Congress and the Presidency. For the first time thoughts of real programs
for the poor, black, and disadvantaged began to be tossed about (vith the
promise of substantial funding).
In all these events, there was the omnipresence of television - which
supplied audiences with a continuous flow of relevant political information.
And television, "through its presentation of events, shaped public images." 3
'
After a generation of anonymity, Appalachian poverty became appalling-
ly visible again only this time the nation had to swallow it with their
evening meal over the six o'clock news. Animal-like living conditions in
Mississippi and the emergence of the Black Ghetto and national black spokes-
men also were making the news.
Yet, as I^on Depres
,
gadfly Chicago alderman, has stated, (the system)
"does the least that it can to appear to produce the most impact." Pictures
of families in poverty on T.V. became unreal to viewers. People turned
impassive over poverty and cries for change were tempered with the larger
sound of silence and growing apathy in that area. The Vietnam War competed
successfully for a place on the evening news. And the War became another
different, easier moral cause for people to turn to - it was much more
palatable because it was "far away from home." For students, the Vietnam
J Kurt Lang and Gladys Lang, Politic s and Televis ion (Chicago:
Quadrangle Books, 1970), p. 29 8.
War became easy and convenient opposition. When "The War" became a
priority, it killed the priority of conscience
.
B. Anti-Poverty Programs
Whether one is discussing public housing, transportation, or programs
of employment (Manpower programs) designed for the poor, the public rela-
tions and advertising techniques associated with the selling of these
programs in the media during the 1960 s were wholly more tangible and often
more impressive than the actual programs themselves. While there had been
built a mandate for the concept of "Equality under the Law" through court
decisions, every anti-poverty employment program that the Federal government
funded, in an effort to aid low income groups in achieving a more decent
quality of life, was, from the outset, plagued by problems: (l) in the
political arena, even a vocal minority carries less weight than the huge
monied interests; ( 2 ) there was really only a superficial commitment,
both verbally and financially, to the problems facing the elderly, poor,
handicapped, and those without proper housing, schooling, jobs and the like;
(3) there was insufficient, nearly non-existent, planning by governmental
bodies for implementation of those programs initiated in conjunction with
33the poor. A lack of appropriate, reasoned, well-financed planning to
insure the efficient management and maximum positive results for programming
31
Michael Harrington, The Today Show (New York: NBC-TV), 29 Jan. 197 I*.
^Kolko, p. 6 .
33Banfield and person, p. 315.
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associated with the poor made the manpower-poverty approaches destined to
fail even before they were statutorily enacted. (See Appendix I for
identification of Manpower Programs.)
Poverty before the war stemmed primarily from the country's rural
areas, particularly in the South, where it historically has been widespread
and chronic. In the great migrations from rural to urban areas during the
war and post-war periods, poverty migrated along with its people. Recog-
nition grew that a subculture of poverty existed in urban areas. It was
characterized by alienation from certain of the values and living patterns
of middle-class America, difficulty in meeting middle-class educational
standards, and failure to link advancement with personal effort and educa-
tion. For blacks, Spanish-speaking Americans and other disadvantaged
minorities
,
these cultural disabilities have been reinforced by widespread
white prejudice and discrimination, which has helped keep disadvantaged
groups in the inferior jobs, inferior housing and inferior schools.
In the early 1960s there were still 2$.h million persons in poverty,
of whom about half lived in metropolitan areas. Of the total, approxi-
mately two-thirds were whites and one-third non-whites, but the percentage
of blacks in poverty ... about 32' percent .. .was over three times that of
whites
,
and the percentage for Spanish-Americans
,
who are mainly counted
as whites, was even higher than for blacks. Out of the total number of
poor, about 10.7 million were children under 18.^ The Bureau of Census
3 kReference to the Social Security Administration's definition of
poverty; the poverty threshold for an urban family of four in 1969 was an
income of less than $3,700.
35U.S. Bureau of Census
,
Current Population Reports, Consumer Income
Series, p. 60, No. 68, Dec. 31, 1969
.
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reports that in I960, in the central cities of metropolitan areas, the
number of poor whites (I*. 7 million) exceeded the number of poor blacks
(3.5 million ) by about 35 percent.
About 30 percent of poor white families, but only 11 percent of poor
black families, were headed by persons over 6U years old. In the under
65 group, 60 percent of poor white families were headed by males and 1*0
percent by females; with black families the proportions were reversed —
62 percent were headed by females and 38 percent by males. These figures
suggest that a relatively high proportion of white poverty is associated
with age, and a relatively high proportion of black poverty is associated
with fatherless families.
The economic development patterns of the cities to which the poverty-
prone came in the great post-war migrations compounded the difficulties
of the migrants. As they were moving into the central cities (while middle-
class whites moved to the suburbs), many of the jobs former in-migrants had
were being moved to the suburbs or being eliminated by automation.
The employment which is now expanding in central cities is in office jobs
encompassing a wide variety of clerical occupations and of professional and
managerial jobs, many of which require skills of a high order. From a
large proportion of these jobs the in-migrant to the cities and his
descendants are excluded for want of education and skills, by widespread
though illegal discrimination, or by manifestations of prejudice, such as
hostility of supervisors and fellow workers, with which no law can cope. A
black janitor in Montgomery, Alabama said, "Negroes here are employed in
mostly domestic or other service Jobs.'00
Abel Plenn
,
"Report on Montgomery A Year After," New York Time s
Magazine (New York: 29 Dec. 1957), P* 36.
IT
Manpower Legislation - History
. With these facts creating an ever
intensifying atmosphere in the country, manpower programs were given birth
with the passage by Congress of the Area Redevelopment Act in 1961
,
the
Trade Expansion Act in 1962, and, most important, the Manpower Development
and Training Act (MDTA) in the same year. The anti-poverty programs came
into being after the passage of the Equal Opportunity Act (EOA) in 1964.
"Apprehension 'over creeping inflation' in the early and middle 1950 's had
to make room for apprehension over the trend of 'creeping unemployment' in
the late 1950 's and the early 1960 's."^
"Concern over creeping unemployment was shared by a wide assortment
of political interest groups. At one end of the spectrum were the economic
conservatives, including those in the Federal Reserve Board and the Treasury,
who opposed deficit spending and tax cut measures advocated by the 'new
economists' in the Council of Economic Advisors and the academic community.
The former argued that the unemployment was structural in nature and coexisted
with job vacancies elsewhere in the economy; hence, expansion of aggregate
demand would simply generate more inflation than employment."
At the other end of the spectrum were various groups including the Ad
Hoc Committee on the Triple Revolution, that were extremely impressed by
automation. They regarded automation as a "radical departure" from conven-
tional technology which would cause an enormous jump in the rate of increase
of goods produced in the economy. According to the Ad Hoc Committee,
unemployment resulted from two properties of this phenomenon: (a) (wide-
spread technological displacement of labor); (b) (a growing satiety of
37
Lloyd Ulman
,
"The U.S. Responses to 'Creeping Unemployment,"' The
Public Interest, No. 34 (New York: National Affairs, Inc., Winter 197 )
»
p. 87
.
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demand, caused by the economy’s capacity to satisfy existing private con-
sumer wants more rapidly than (employed) people were able to develop new
wants.” 38
Between these extremes, the more moderate approach in diagnosing the
economy was outlined by labor market economists in the Department of labor,
the academic community, and the trade union movement. These moderates did
believe in the efficacy of job creation in the public sector "but they did
not particularly subscribe to the glut hypotheses, and they did believe in
the unemployment-reducing potential of retraining programs. They were the
champions of the Manpower Development and Training Act." 3^
In 1963 resources were switched from unemployed family heads with work
experience to programs designed to reduce unemployment among young people.
As manpower policy became more focused on the poor, a torrent of admini-
strative initiatives followed this redirection of resources. The war on
poverty sponsored by the Johnson Administration became a legislative reality
with the passage of the Economic Opportunity Act in 196 U
,
the passage of
the Civil Rights Act in 196i+
,
and the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 .
Manpower programs were regarded by the "anti-poverty warriors” as part
and parcel of a wider complex of approaches and activities directed to such
areas as education (including pre-school and remedial education), legal aid,
social services, anti-discrimination and affirmative action, welfare reform
and income maintenance, and community action.
The inclusion of manpower programs in the general anti-poverty approaches
tied manpower to the war on poverty and resulted in broadening and redirection
38Ibid
.
,
p. 88.
3
^Ibid
. ,
p. 88.
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of manpower policy itself. The clientele of manpower training was broadened
to include not only the young, but individuals from the most disadvantaged
groups within a community, including the handicapped end those on welfare.
The Federal Employment Service was instructed to redirect its efforts to
service disadvantaged groups, "it was supposed to change over 'screen in',
since two thirds of the training slots were reserved for the disadvantaged.”
Because of this concentration on the disadvantaged, more resources
had to be directed to subsistence allowances and to other subsidies to the
trainees as well as to the private employers (as in the on-the-job program
under MDTA and in Job Opportunities in the Business Sector). It became
difficult to ascertain whether the main focus of manpower training was
actually training for jobs or simply subsidy.
Additionally
,
the establishment of community action agencies was sup-
posed to result through the war on poverty in the sharing of authority to
design and administer programs with the manpower trainees or clients who
participated in the community-based programs. ”The multiplicity of legis-
lative and administrative authorities, coupled with the absence of a clear
notion of what everybody was supposed to be doing helped to produce a
bewildering variety of programs. Many of these trod on one another's juris-
dictional toes. Many die young only to be reincarnated in some different
form. Some of the administrative disputes involved differing objectives
and concepts as evidenced by bruising triangular struggle between the state
based Employment Services, old-line bureaucracy with an undistinguished
reputation for effectiveness, the Manpower Administration in the Department
of Labor, which sought to divert funds to training the newer client groups
20
and the Office of Economic Opportunity, which represented the local com-
munity Action Agencies." Disputes involving federal agencies, state
governors, and mayors and neighborhood organizations led to the establish-
ment of still greater administrative and bureaucratic structures designed
to coordinate the activities fragmented under each segment's jurisdiction.
These administrative attempts were generally unsuccessful. "As a result,
few programs were able to operate as efficiently as one might otherwise
have expected; this was especially true where there were competing programs
in the same locality with each being run on a small and inefficient scale. '
,l<0
Both the manpower and anti-povertv legislation were ill-conceived and
hastily developed without appropriate planning or sufficient data to
anticipate the potential political and social ramifications on the lives of
the individuals to be served. MDTA and FOA demonstrate the systemic and
bureaucratic failures built into the government that created them - whether
consciously or unconsciously. In this instance, national morality, like
beauty, was only skin deep.
Uo
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CHAPTER II
FEDERAL INITIATIVES ON MANPOWER
A. Manpower Policy
Following the severe urban and racial disorders of the summer of ' 67
,
*
President Johnson, in his charge to the newly formed National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders, stated:
’’The only genuine, long-range solution for what has hap-
pened lies in an attack mounted at every level - upon the
conditions that breed despair and violence. All of us know
what these conditions are: ignorance, discrimination, slums,
poverty, disease, not enough jobs. We should attack these
conditions - not because we are frightened by conflict, but
because we are fired by conscience. We should attack them
because there is simply no other way to achieve a decent and
orderly society in America. " ll
This statement was made three years after the birth of the War on
Poverty and six years after the enactment of the document that heralded in
the "Era of Manpower," the Manpower Development and Training Act ( MDTA ) of
-^-962. Fully five years after the era of the MDTA was introduced, Governor
Volpe of Massachusetts finally announced that it was time to "evaluate the
extent to which blacks and other minority group members are being afforded
J, popportunities for employment and promotion..."
Now, more than a decade after the development of MDTA (generally
referred to as the "foundation of Federal manpower policy),"^ and over
^Report of the Council o_n Public Employment of the Dis advantaged
,
Nancy B. Beecher, Chairman (Boston: Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1971), p 1 .
h2
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Office of Evaluation, Manpower Administration, United States Department
of Labor, "The Total Impact of Manpower Programs: A Four-City Case Study"
(Government Printing Office, 1971).
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$6 billion later, the same nagging questions remain: What is Manpower?
Have the programs introduced under the authority of the Manpower Develop-
ment and Training Act, and the Equal Opportunity Act of 196U (both con-
cerned with the employment, earning, and upward mobility of the poor,
disadvantaged and minority groups) had any lasting positive impact on the
lives and the families of those who have enrolled in Manpower programs?
Is Massachusetts society better off with the investment? This chapter
attempts to provide information directed toward answering the questions
posed above.
For the purposes of this analysis, it will be helpful to establish
some working definitions.
A. Disadvantaged - "A disadvantaged person is one who is
unemployed or does not have suitable employment," and
whose earnings are "below the poverty line as designated
by Federal standards
. This by no means limits the use
of the term 'disadvantaged' to minority persons. How-
ever, the percentage of minority persons technically under
this definition is far greater than the percentage of whites.
Thirty percent of black families in the United States earn
under $3,000 a y^ar, while only 12 percent of white families
fit this category. In 1970, the unemployment rate for blacks
was 8.2 percent.... The white (unemployment) rate... still
hovers at about one-half that of blacks."^ Although two
out of every three poor people in this country are white, the
term "disadvantaged" has evolved to focus on the plight of
the minority poor, though not exclusively on them.
B. The term "minority" refers not "simply to blacks, but to all
persons of race other than Caucasians."^ in Massachusetts,
this includes most dramatically, the Spanish-speaking popula-
tion (over 30,000 in Boston alone).
C. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) - An area is
federally designated an SMSA if it is a city of 50,000 or
^Report of the Council on Fublic Employment
. .
. ,
p. 6.
^Ibid
.
,
p. 7.
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tot!lPd
"tl0n °r ^ a CUy Wlthin a C0Unty ^ vhena e together, exceeds a population of 50 000.
Between 1950 and i960 35 percent of the total metropolitangrowth resulted from net migration and 65 percent, from
natural increase. By 1965
,
it is estimated by the U.S.Bureau of the Census that "65 percent of the population.,
resided in 222 SMSAs.’^T “
D. A poor person - Adam Yarmolinsky defines a poor person as
one who is prevented from using his or her energies to
make the kind of contributions to society for which soci-
,
ety is willing to offer a decent reward."^ A poor person
with little education and no training who frequently has nojob and no qualifications and seemingly cannot be motivated
is often referred to as a person who is hard-core unemployed.
E. Manpower Policy" - In Massachusetts, manpower policy encom-
passes those activities of state government that directly
affect the operation of the labor market. Of particular
interest in forming state manpower policy are the state employ-
ment service, manpower training programs, equal employment
opportunity projects, and licensing and entry restrictions.
F. Underemployed person - A person is underemployed if he is
employed in a secondary or entry level position, working for
a salary in the vicinity of minimum wage and living from hand
to mouth right at or just above the poverty level. A person
is underemployed when there is little or no hope for advance-
ment through training or promotion from the position he present-
ly holds
.
G. Full Employment - When taking into account characteristic labor
fluctuations such as death, retirement, population shifts, and
new skilled or unskilled workers in the labor market, a society
can be said to be in full employment when its unemployment rate
reaches a stable 2-3.5 percent.
H. Primary Job - A job for which training and experience will
eventually lead to advancement through a pre-determined set of
options is a primary job.
I. Secondary Job - A secondary job is one in which there is no
pre-determined career ladder and for which additional experi-
ence will not result in advancement.
^Daniel P. Moynihan, ed., Towar d a Nation al Urban Policy (New York:
Basic Books, Inc., 1970), p. 31.
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Additionally, "Manpower policy" Is frequently used to define all
activities that affect the willingness or ability of individuals to
obtain a living through gainful employment
.
The above definition of Manpower policy, however, is used to intro-
duce the whole area of Manpower. Concepts such as manpower planning and
mobility, as well as manpower policy are included under the general heading
of Manpower and begin to complicate any simple explanation of Manpower.
During the years since MDTA first became a reality, the term Manpower has
come to take on a variety of both subjective and emotional as well as
objective and professional interpretations. From those who are responsible
for the funding, to those responsible for the implementation, to those
involved in receiving the "benefits” of manpower programs, the meaning of
Manpower has become hard to define precisely. The initiation of the "War
on Poverty" is, in no small part, responsible for the current confusion in
the Manpower field today. First it is necessary to discuss the professional
rationale and objectives of Manpower.
In theory
,
Manpower applies to the process of the preparation and
employment of human resources for productive purposes
. Manpower planning
aims to enlarge job opportunities and improve training and employment
decisions, through the power of informed personal choice and calculated
adjustment to rapidly changing demand. Emerging emphases in manpower
programs are uniting the man, his job, promotability
,
and supervisory
U9
Thi d
. , p. 53.
Richard A. Lester, Manpower Planning in a Free Society (Princeton:
Princeton University Press
, 1966)T p. 5.
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training and development. 51 Effectively implemented, manpower planning
can enlarge Job satisfaction, raise the "quality and utilisation of labor
resources, reduce the cost of job searching and industry staffing.*' 52
Professor Solomon Barkin believes that manpower seeks to extend securi-
ty and protection for workers. This protection would limit the "risks of
life and economic adversity, providing opportunities for more extended
education, and offer services for improving the health and housing of the
population, thus advancing the productive competence and quality of the
work force and facilitating its adaptability to changing induced shifts in
the economy, and enlarging the citizen's satisfaction with life." 53 Ideally.
Manpower does not seek to restrict individual choice, but rather enlarge it
in an effort to enhance flexibility and upward mobility or the movement
between occupations, industries, areas, firms, and "jobs within a firm
through transfer and promotion." 5 * By operating in such a manner, the
market will begin effectively to anticipate occupational shifts and arrange
early corrective measures to avoid serious manpower imbalances." 55 As a
Allen R. danger and Puth G. Shaeffer, Managing Programs to Employ
the_ Din advantaged (National Industrial Conference Board, Studies~in Person-
nel Policy 0. 219, n.d.), p. 25.
52
Lester, p. 5.
53Solomon Barkin, K. Lewin
,
B. Rehnberg, and E. van Beusehom,
Manpower and Soc ial Affairs Committee Examination of Norway : Report by
the Examiners~TParis\ 1 October 1970)*,' p. V.
' ~~
Lester, p. 135.
55 Ibid^.
, p. 5-
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result of successful manpower planning necessary adjustments begin to
adapt labor resources to changing occupational requirements within SMSA's.56
The hope of Manpower has always been that, armed with the best obtainable
information about future needs for trained manpower, individuals, firms
and government can make intelligent plans with respect to their training,
and work career needs .
^
B. The MDTA of 1962
The Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 set out to accom-
plish the goals of manpower planning. The manpower policy adopted was an
attempt to move "secondary workers into primary jobs." The goals of MDTA
were the same as those programs established under the Equal Opportunity Act
of 196U.
1. Each student must have a wide range of choice of life
career
.
2. Each student must have skills necessary to being a citizen
in a complicated democratic society.
3. Each student must be helped to personal and social growth."^
A diverse selection of associated "supportive services" began to be
developed with the training provided by MDTA. Health care, day care,
transportation, testing, counseling, job referral and placement, follow up,
out-reach evaluation, basic education, support stipends, on-the-job training,
56
Ibid.
,
p. 135.
57IMd.
, p. 5.
^ Frank Reissman and Kermine I. Popper, Ujd From Poverty (New York:
Harper & Row, 1968), p. 110.
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and many other supportive services were employed to make an "enrollee"
Job reader. The early programs under MDTA, which provided institutional
training for skilled and semi-skilled jobs, were handled through the State
Employment Security Office. MDTA programs "broadened the range of the
E. S. operation from an agency concerned exclusively with placements of
the poor to one providing training for workers as well." 59 The programs
consisted largely of training, counseling, and job development, and some
of the ancillary supportive services.
A masterpiece of understatement was written by Richard Lester when he
stated, "some training under MDTA has been too narrowly conceived."60
Although the target population was the underemployed and hard-core unem-
ployed, only twenty-five percent of the trainees had "less than a high,
school education and 20 percent had some college experience,"6 "^ Yet this
was merely an indication of deeper, more serious problems. 62 (See Appendix
I.)
MDTA trainees in 1963 and 196b had been selected by methods that
resulted in over 50 percent of the trainees being high school graduates -
the target population was not being reached. The selection process tended
to cream off the more educated among the poor. "It is simply a recogni-
tion of a fact of life that the programs have had the resources to enroll
only a fraction of those eligible and an infinitesimal proportion of the
59Beer and Barringer, p. 73.
6
°Lester, p. 159.
61
.
,
Reissman, p. 6.
62
Ulman
,
pp. 93-95.
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labor market participants.'^ Typist, secretary, auto mechanic, and body
repairman are high on the list of occupations selected for MDTA training -
the top 2). also includes subassembler, farmer, general farmhand, janitor,
and ’’those occupations which seem technologically vulnerable or subject to
sharp decline, or are dead-end types of employment .
"
6h
To meet the MDTA requirement of a "reasonable expectation of employ-
ment," MDTA administrators chose to train people for jobs where opening,
occur because of high turnover. In fact, most MDTA skill centers limit
themselves to about seven occupations, only one or two of which have an
expanding demand. 6 ^
The list of training opportunities, due in part to a one year limit
on training allowances, restricts placements to the subprofessional and
community service categories, such as those in the scientific, engineering
or health fields. There are no MDTA training occupations listed in areas
where there are strong labor unions. There is currently little desire
among union memberships to increase their members to include the disadvantaged
because such increases would provide competition to the other union member
jobs. Such areas include building construction and printing or craft occupa-
tions like painter, cement mason and electrician. 66 These occupations have
been included as possible training programs under MDTA, but they are not
presently offered by MDTA because there is such a slim hope of job placement
over union objections.
63
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65
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assessment of I* manpower programs has been that they are, for
the most part, unsuccessful. "A great deal of their energy is expended
in facilitating the movement of the poor within the seeondary labor market.
the
.lobs are the kind participants can and were getting on their
own.... Riots in the black ghetto have...been i-nortant both as a generalized
spur to the civic conscience of the business community and as a threat to
the property of individual employers. The Jobs opened by these pressures
would probably go to some other 'disadvantaged worker '... and if manpower
training programs were eliminated tomorrow, the poor would suffer no great
1 1,68loss
.
C. EOA of 196b and the War on Poverty-
In an effort to convince the nation’s poor of the Federal Government's
sincerity in its stated goal of eradicating poverty, a bold new public rela-
tions campaign was begun in 1963-196^ culminating in the passage of the Equal
Opportunity Act of 196U. With one sweep of the pen, President Johnson ushered
in the War on Poverty". No longer simple training programs, Manpower train-
ing to many of the decision-makers and those who were to "benefit" from the
decision, became synonymous with the fight to eradicate poverty in America.
The War on Poverty
,
conceived by President Kennedy and implemented by
President Johnson, had opportunity' as the key goal of the program. Original-
ly the War on Poverty was called the Human Resources Development Act of 196 ) 1 ,
Later, former Deputy Undersecretary of Agriculture, James L. Sundquist,
officially termed the measure the Equal Opportunity Act. He declared, "It
68
Beer and Barringer, p. Cb
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is, therefore, the policy of the United States to eliminate the paradox
of poverty in the midst of plenty in this Nation by opening to everyone
the opportunity for education and training, the opportunity to work, and
the opportunity to live in decency and dignity."69 The purpose of the
"poverty bill" would be to conduct an all out, continuous, sustained War on
Poverty with a strategy which:
A. "Strikes at the main front of poverty - the perpetuation
and transmission of poverty, ignorance, disease, squalor
and hopelessness, from one generation to another...
B. Uses weapons directly aimed at improving human motivation
and performance: education, vocational and work training,
health services, job opportunities
,
a decent home in a
health productive environment, and harmonious and stable
family and community life.
C. Attacks poverty through comprehensive action programs,
initiated, planned, and carried out in local communities,...
D. Mobilizes existing and new Federal assistance and services
to support local Community Action Programs .. ,^6 (C. A. P, )
.
Community Action Agencies (CAA) were, through the arrangement
single organization with adequate power to coordinate
the efforts to combat poverty, to run the Community Action
Programs in a particular area. The Community Action Agencies
were to have governmental representation and participation by
the key governmental agencies
,
community and neighborhood
groups
. EOA Act establishing the Action Agency (that portion
of the program not monitored by Washington) provides for
"
maximum feasible participation of the residents of the
areas .... "71
Under EOA, a new poverty agency was created at the federal level, the
Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0). 0E0 was conceived as being the only
6gDaniel P. Moynihan
,
Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding: Community
Action in the War on_ Poverty (New York: The Free Press, 1969 ) ,”p.”Wi~'*
70
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agency with the authority to administer the programs created under the act
to wage the all-out fight on poverty. Thus, the following programs fell
under the auspices of 0E0:
Title I of EOA of 196*4 youth programs
Part A. Job Corps Program
Part B. Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC)
1. In-school program
2
.
Part C.
Title II
Title III
Title IV
Drop out or out-of-school program
Work-study programs
Operation Head Start
Community Action Agencies
Family Unity Through Jobs
Comprehensive Service Centers (Title II)
Urban and Rural Cooperative (The Adventure Corps
and Detached Worker Project)
VISTA (Volunteers in Service to America)
Special Programs to Combat Poverty in Rural Areas
Employment and Investment Incentives
(Not all programs listed were specified under
EOA of 19 6*4. )"72
Many of these programs are directly or indirectly Manpower oriented.
Lee Rainwater, professor of sociology, at Harvard University, maintains
that the goals of the War on Poverty programs have been to "provide services
which alleviate some of the problems that result from poverty" (as in the
provision for supportive services such as education, health, family life.
legal assistance, and housing programs) as well as to develop other programs
that will train the poor to behave in ways that would allow them to attain
jobs which pay about the minimum subsistence level of income.... The War on
72Ibid.
, p. 57.
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Poverty has sought a two-pronged attack which on the one hand changes the
poor person into a more conventional person in terms of life style and work
habits, and at the same time, makes opportunities available to him so that
he can translate his new social and technical skills into a stable job."73
This translates to mean that while the poor are being trained for lower
class Jobs, they are being socialized by middle class standards to make
them act "just like us."
In 1970, Daniel P. Moynihan, employed as a Presidential assistant,
wrote, "The poverty and social isolation of minority groups in central
cities is the single most serious problem of the American city today. It
ust be attacked with urgency ... and with programs designed especially for
this purpose.
Apparently somewhere between the mustering of a War on Poverty and the
time of the above statement, reports from the poverty "battlefield" indicated
that the War was being lost. An obvious question is, "Why?"
There were those, like Michael Harrington (author of The Other America)
and Senator Robert Kennedy who strongly believed that poverty programs should
have concentrated on employment. It was felt that "employment is the only
true long-run solution. Only if the poor achieve productive employment will
they be able to support themselves and their families
,
become active con-
tributing citizens and not passive objects of action, recipients of our
T S
charity. Others, like Sar Levitan, felt that poor administration of the
73
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poverty programs might have been the key to the losing of the war. For
example, EOA of 19 6^ provided for the training of fathers of families on
relief rolls, but most of these ( AFDC) families were headed by women.
Therefore, under these guidelines, little money could be actually spent
on the program. The Act did set up the Neighborhood Youth Corps, but the
low-pay scales meant that a youth could make more money by dropping out and
joining an MDTA program than he could by staying in school, the primary
objective of NYC."^
However, two basic causes for the disappointing performance of the
War on Poverty are a lack of commitment and a lack of money. The EOA began
to create a competition between the governmentally established agencies and
those services which were being duplicated and provided by CAA's. The CAP
agencies posed a direct threat to the more traditional State Employment
Service-public school alliance programs which dealt mainly with communica-
tion between career counsellors and guidance counsellors. In an effort to
discredit the anti-poverty agencies, CAP's have been characterized by the
^ vil service agencies as being distributors of patronage and programs which
breed corruption. Although both should have the same target population, only
CAP's have, to some extent, been responsive to local community employment
needs. Therefore, the essential difference is, simnly stated, that the
Employment Service is bureaucratic and CAP is political. Although CAP
performance and results began to be criticized with some justification,
experience in non-CAP manpower programs ^uctrests that "it is extremely
T6Sar A. Levitan, Garth L. Magnum, and Robert Taggart, III, Economic
Opportunity in the Ghetto : The Partnersh ip of Government and Business
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Tress, 1970 ), p. 12.
difficult to maintain access to Jobs for the poor under institutionalised
(Civil Service Employment Service) systems of Job distribution."77
Additionally, the existence of the CAP programs has increased self-
avareness and developed a rising goal of expectations among the poor. It
is true that unrest (through rising expectations) more than the programs
themselves has built this awareness. Yet though manpower programs are not
central to poverty politics, it is doubtful that self-conscious groupings
among the poor would have emerged to the extent they have were it not for
the initial impetus of the anti-poverty programs, including those with
anpower objectives. In part, awareness has engendered sympathy; in part
special efforts on behalf of the minority poor have fomented resentment.
One way or another, community attitudes have been affected and the issues
cannot any longer be ignored
.
The frustrations of a politically aware poor have been aroused by the
rhetoric of the War on Poverty and the cold reality 'business as usual.'
Robert Kennedy stated, "I do not see how we can, then, be so.. .upset and
disturbed when we see those who are poor become disenchanted with our
70
society.
It will be recalled that in the 1950s the American poor, black and
white were "surpassingly inert There was almost no economic content
to the protest. The American poor were not only invisible, in Michael
Harrington's phrase, but they were also silent." 80 This silence began to
77Beer and Barringer, p. 8l.
78
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be broken with President Johnson’s call for community action in 1961). The
War on Poverty and CAP tended to be oversold fro* Washington with highly
touted phrases about anticipated impacts on the lives of the poor. Sadly,
the programs tended to under produce in terms of actual performance. At
the same time. President Johnson vas "blitzing" poverty with press releases,
he was fighting another more immediate war. In his January 12
,
1966
,
State
of the Union Message, Johnson said, "We do not intend to abandon Asia to
conquest.... We will act as we must to help protect the independence of
the valiant people of South Vietnam...we will give our fighting men what
they must have: Every gun and every dollar and every decision - whatever
the cost or whatever the challenge ."81 By 1966
,
the President sent a special
message to Congress in which he no longer spoke of a War on Poverty but
merely "a strategy against Poverty." The President's rhetoric had been de-
escalated and so had his commitment.
This message had not yet reached the communities, and programs vere
still being carried on with intense vigor. Ibis intensity resulted in a
friction between Washington and the CAA's themselves. CAA sponsored pro-
gramo, like Crusade for Opportunity in New York, became more and more
activist and forceful. A black., James Tillman, Jr., then executive director
of C. F. 0., said, "How else do you gain power for the poor?.... No ends
8?
are accomplished without the use of force."
On the surface, the White House began a campaign of political smoke-
John M. Medeiros, The Case Against a President' s War (North Adams,
Massachusetts: Heartwell Publishing
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screening by beginning to object to the high salaries and huge administrate
overheads of many of the CAP agencies. By mid 1967, Washington vigorousiy
complained about the Crusade for Opportunity in New York which had spent
$7 million of its 48 million for salaries. Publicly the Executive applauded
CAA. It was accomplishing its legislative mandate by mobilizing community
resources and developing maximum feasible participation of residents to
attack the whole anti-poverty problem. Privately, CAA was becoming a
political liability to the White House. 3 The Government became alerted to
the fact that community action activists could cause more trouble than the
Government might be able to contain. The significant point is that when
the Federal Government conceived of the poverty manpower’ programs which
created CAP, "The government did not (really) know what it was doing."
814
It had no plan to handle a potential crisis, a crisis it alone had perpe-
trated.
The President's administrative response was clear. A sorely under-
financed program at its inception, by 1968 0E0 had its budget in committee
cut from $2.1 billion to $1.8 billion, and at times "the Budget Bureau
appeared to have withheld from 0E0 a portion of even that money appropriated
35^ • -*-n fact, the first $1 billion appropriated to the War on Poverty
was in reality no new money at all, but largely made up of sums already
allocated to departmental legislative requests "and subsequently subsumed
under the heading of anti-poverty funds.
"
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C°"BreSS
’
“ 1967
’ growing disillusionment with the
flSht on poverty, nearly killed EGA and the whole anti-poverty program
Violence in the cities was beginning to play havoc with fiddle class sensi-
tivities. "How can we give all this opportunity and „oney
,
and have you
throw it back in our faces?" Gone was the executive recognition that the
poverty war was as real a war as Vietnam I„ the case of the War on
Poverty, "the Vietnam War was an independent cause of underfunding for
social^programs
"More than anything else, the Vietnam War was the main
enemy "88 of the War on Poverty. The President didn't equip the army to
fight the Poverty War.
Middle class dominated institutions constantly set goals and standards
which the poor could not possibly meet, i.e., getting jobs and behaving in
socially acceptable ways; and then they were dismayed by the results of
the poverty programs. "The 'middle class measuring rod’ was nonetheless
applied to them; they would have to compete in a 'democratic status universe'
in which every boy could grow up to be President."^
The disturbances of the mid-sixties not only made many afraid, but
angered more. The Congress wanted appreciation from the poor for the money
and resources the lawmakers had spent in their behalf. The lawmakers mir-
rored the emotions of their constituencies
.
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The political and bureaucratic system had constructed a middle-class
hite Protestant Ethic in its own image and the poor have little place
within it. For example, the Civil Service merit system of employee selec-
tion is "skewed to eliminate minorities and discount their abilities."90
The poor in the American society had been systematically separated from
the stable working and middle-class members of the society. Obey had been
excluded and deprived of the "resources necessary to function in the insti-
tution of the mainstream of American life."91 "Workers have been excluded
from.
. .willing but disadvantaged employment bv discrimination pure and
simple
.
The dual labor market (limiting the poor from entry into primary .jobs)
excludes the poor from all access to primary .lobs. For some middle-class
Americans, the desire to achieve financially is so overwhelming that in
order to make a living, there are "groups actively interested in the per-
petuation of poverty
. It is this interest that makes new institutions
created to work with the poor in the labor market subject to threats of
capture as well as of rejection."93
The politicized poor, under the direction of the CAP'S were coming to
see that the War on Poverty was no war at all, just a political tool. There
was little money and no commitment. In promising opportunities, the middle-
90
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class standards of living and jobs for all were held out to the poor.
Just as the dream of social acceptance was forming and seemed within
reach, the commitment, rhetoric, and support necessary to make the dream
come true disappeared. The Federal Executive and Legislative branches
vere angry at the poor for not accepting their anti-poverty - manpower pro-
grams with grace, and the poor were bitter because the Government succeeded
m building the rhetoric and Madison Avenue public relations which shocked
the ghetto poor out of their resigned apathy with the programs that promised
"hope" and delivered failure and frustration.
What was once thought to be of paramount importance to the War on
Poverty - the unification of all manpower poverty programs under one
agency - has been destroyed. 0E0 has been emasculated systematically by
the Federal Government, particularly the Nixon Administration. The direct
administration of all but two of the original 0E0 programs still remains in
0E0 (i.e., work study has gone to HEW, Head Start and VISTA went to ACTION,
the Job Corps and NYC went to the Department of Labor). As one former 0E0
Regional Office official, Rawle Garner, recently related, "I didn't know
if we're going to be around next year. There's nothing left for us to do."
Housing and Urban Development (particularly through Model Cities), the
Department of Labor (through Concentrated Employment Programs), The Depart-
ment of Agriculture (for migrant workers, etc.), all have poverty manpower
programs to administer.
There are too many programs and too many agencies dealing "with aspects
of manpower planning to expect a high degree of success in coordinating
policies and activities of all of them."^ Thus the Federal initiatives
9 ^ Lester, p. 88.
ho
in the manpower poverty area have served mainly to highlight for all to
see the plight of the poor - and the poor have, under the glare of their
ovn scrutiny, become more embittered.
There were many traumas in the 1960s . "Not least of these shocks
has been the debacle of the community action programs and the War on
Poverty: Soaring rhetoric, the minimum performance; the feigned constancy,
the private betrayal, and in the end, the sell out."95 These aspects have
characterized the Federal role in the lack of success in anti-poverty
attempts through Manpower programs since 1962.
The bureaucracy set up to administer manpower programs (and the pro-
grams themselves) has established a parasitic cycle in which individuals
llve off the misfortunes of others in the name of the Protestant Ethic of
helping those less fortunate than ourselves to a better life." That bet-
ter life, presented through media advertising, is the middle-class ideal.
Work hard and make more money. Make more money and buy a new car." But
the middle-class ideal is manipulated by this same "Protestant Ethic" which
also says, God helps those who help themselves." is double-edged ethic
is the Catch-22 for the poor. They live on life’ eadmill. When the
poor work hard they get little reward or advanceiru
. When they sign up
for society’s handout
,
i.e., welfare or manpower programs, they are
resented
.
The nostalgia of the theme song from "All in the Family" ("Didn’t need
no welfare state - everybody pulled his weight") still applies. The ethic
has been transported from the wealthy, philanthropic, personal, and business
95
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interests to a system of Federal doles ealled Manpower Programs
,
which pur-
ports to "help those who help themselves," but not too much. The fact that
the charity "freely given" 100 years ago to help poor unfortunates was
inadequate to meet the needs of the poor even then has not made this nation
learn from its past. The last decade saw the public embarrassment of the
rediscovery of the "invisible poor" and the scope of the identifiable prob-
lem became so huge that a "War" was necessary to defeat it. With the
announcement of the "War on Poverty," "The Hopeless" became warmed by the
prospect of a responsive government, and just as quickly became cooled by
sudden dollar commitments of $1*5 billion a year to a war in Southeast Asia
which far overshadowed the scant $2 billion earmarked for 0E0 in the anti-
poverty fight. Other priorities prevented the firm, full-scale serious
commitment of the Federal Bureaucracy and Federal dollars to be directed
to the efforts of alleviating the problems of the poor. Instead of a
thoughtful, planned development of the economy (and its associated occupa-
tional needs), both manpower and EOA were ill-conceived and born prematurely.
0E0 was created with little consideration given to its potential role or
its potential impact on society. EOA, always in financial trouble, has
never been able to shake the stigma of the defects in its creation. Saddled
with the pseudonymn "Poor People's Agency" or "Black People's Agency," 0E0
had an annual uphill battle to survive, let alone effectiveiy implement the
charge from the Congress that created it. Manpower programs designed to get
people jobs had, with sparse annual appropriations ($600,000,000), insignifi-
cant impact on the economy during times of "full employment" (3.5#). But
when the economy went into a recession, the inadequacy of manpower programs
to meet normal challenges became clearly evident.
War on Poverty perhaps the poor would not have
Had there not been a
expected to receive any
favors fro. government. Because of the "War on Poverty" they were expect-
ing something and received nothing. The disadvantaged, without Jobs before
Manpower became a national policy, still were by and large without jobs,
skills, or even basic education. Although some choose to call attention
to the politicalization of the disadvantaged as the lasting gift of the
EOA - manpower programs, the better question to ask is, "Did this politi-
calization and louder voice really benefit the poor?"96 Were the Manpower -
EOA programs worth the cost?
Edmund S. Phelps
,
"Economic Policy and Unemployment in the 1960's,"
—
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CHAPTER III
MANPOWER IN MASSACHUSETTS
This chapter is designed to relate to the reader the various state
agencies empowered to deal with the problems of unemployment in Massa-
chusetts. While the previous chapter outlined the nature and causes of
the failures in many respects of Manpower planning, this chapter will be
concerned with the nature and failure of those state bodies responsible
for Manpower data analysis and program implementation.
In Massachusetts, Manpower Programs have a complicated variety of
functions to perform. These tasks include job projection analysis, infor-
mation analysis and distribution, testing, counseling, and making employer
contracts. The matching of applicants to job vacancies and job development
(job creation) efforts are elementary purposes of Manpower Programs. How-
ever, in trying to make the goals of these programs provide significant
positive impact on the economy of the Commonwealth, it is necessary to
understand both the uniqueness and the acute difficulties of the present
plight of the Massachusetts economic situation. It is due to these diffi-
culties as well as to the lack of rigorous research that state Employment
Security projections are incomplete and unprofessional.
There is presently little solid understanding of work attitudes, job
or individual requirements, and labor mobility." Consequently, the Massa-
chusetts economy is in great need of help. Manpower Programs in Massachusetts
07
Lester, p. 19^.
do not really address themselves to the root problems of chronic
ment; they also do not meet day-to-day demands made upon them.
unemploy-
The questions to be raised include the extent of the employment prob-
lem in the Commonwealth
,
and which Massachusetts agencies specifically are
charged with the responsibility of solving these problems.
A. The Unemployment Problem in Massachusetts
There are some clearly identifiable pockets of poverty in Massachusetts
ranging from the densely
-populated urban city to rural poverty. The
Berkshire area, Lovell, Nev Bedford-Fall River, Springfield, and Boston,
are the areas which have the greatest concentrations of poor people.
Poverty in Springfield and poverty in Boston have similar character-
istics. Both cities have a large black population which is locked into
the cycle of secondary jobs. The remaining poverty is concentrated among
white ethnic groups having a greater proportion of poor people in low-paying
stable jobs than the black community. The poor white group, however, is
less aware of its state of poverty.
A more atypical area of Massachusetts poverty is the Berkshires.
Poverty in this area is rural and closely tied to low agricultural incomes
and a lack of good job opportunities. The Berkshire County poor are of a
more typical rural nature.
Lowell typifies the "depressed area" problems in Massachusetts, a
problem generated by the decline of the shoe and textile industries
. The
labor force still includes secondary jobs in the remaining textile and shoe
plants. Yet the total collapse of these industries is illustrated by the
recent phasing out of all textile curricula at Lovell Technological Insti-
tute due to lack of demand or interest in the subject. Previously very
popular with students, the textile curriculum faded with the decline of
textile jobs in Lowell. Many non-English speaking migrants (Puerto Rican,
Eastern and Southern European, and French Canadian) have filled the remain-
ing menial textile Jobs. The influx of these migrants to Lowell has made
it imperative that the city deal with employment programs geared to this
secondary labor market.
The New Bedford area is even less prosperous than Lowell, Springfield,
or Boston: unemployment is higher, incomes end education lower, and the
frequency of layoffs due to declining industry is increasing. In New Bed-
ford, as in other cities, the major point is that Manpower problems center
around the quality of jobs. Unfortunately, the jobs in demand are jobs
that are secondary or menial in nature. In fact, there are less primary
and white collar jobs in New Bedford than in many parts of Massachusetts.
Puerto Rican and Cape Verdian immigrants vie with the existing work force
for the crumbs of secondary job employment.^
Within the last two years, unusually high rates of migration of the
poor as well as an acceleration' in the decline of industry in this state
have substantially swelled both the areas and the absolute numbers of the
poor in Massachusetts. Limited financial resources and an overabundance of
priorities have resulted in a "softening economy" with diminishing outlooks
for the future
.
98Beer and Barringer, p. 62.
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'Ihe fact is that many industries are eloqincr
-closing and moving out of the
state aud out of the country. In the western part of the state, this
process has been occurring at an accelerated pace since 1970 ...and several
plants within the Boston area are announcing their closing."
^ economic stability of Massachusetts is Anther Jeopardized by the
current period of lengthy recession. Unemployment is severe, standing at
7 . 3% (or 202,000 persons) in February, l97t . This is compared with 5.1?
in the nation as a whole. 100 The unemployment rate for blacks and other
minorities is not compiled by any state agency, but comparisons of unemploy-
ment between Massachusetts and the nation give some indications. Total
unemployment in the United States in 1968, 1969
,
and 1970 was 3.6, 3.5, and
k ‘ 9% resPectlvely> and was h.0, 3.9, and 5.3? in Massachusetts for the same
period. The national unemployment rates for blacks and other minorities
during those same years were 6 . 7 , 6.1,, and 8
. 2 ?. These rates are approxi-
mately double the unemployment rates of whites (a situation that has per-
sisted since the end of World War II).'101
It has been estimated by the state Cooperative Area Manpower Planning
Service (CAMPS) that the unemployment rate among minorities in Massachusetts
is at least twice and perhaps as much as three times the unemployment rate
99Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System (CAMPS), Commonwealth of
I assachusetts
,
The_ Massachusett s Comprehensive Manpower P_1an : Fiscal Year
(Boston: Commonwealth of Massachusetts, October 8, 1970 )V
~
Richard Gilliland, Division of Employment Security, private inter-
view held in Boston, August 1970.
Report of the Council on Public Employment . .
. , p . 3
.
Of the whites in Massachusetts. It is this high rate of unemployment
coupled with the rapid growth and concentration of minorities in the
cities that poses the most serious challenge to Massachusetts and her man-
power programs. It has been estimated that one in every four labor marked
participants, or 350,000 people, in the Boston SMSA alone required some
form of manpower service during 1972. This number far exceeds the number
of people presently receiving manpower services. 102
Joseph Martorana, former director of the CAMPS program, estimates
that there are over 160,000 disadvantaged youths in Massachusetts, and
that the teenage unemployment rate is double the rate for the entire labo:
force. Martorana further stated that while Massachusetts Manpower Progm
provide annually job placements for only 7,500 people (of all ages), the
high school drop-out rate alone of 9 % or 12,000 individuals adds up to a
net increase of nearly 5,000 new unemployed people each year. In 1971 the
Massachusetts Comprehensive Manpower Plan estimated that 155,681 people
were employed below the poverty level, 38,116 were being underutilized by
being employed part time, and an additional 50,000 should be in the work
force that are not. (This figure excludes the 200,000 unemployed in
Massachusetts.) At least another 160,000 persons fall in the category
other, meaning that, primarily, these people are employed at low skill/
low paying jobs. 10 ^
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
,
The Boston SMSA Comprehensive
Mgpjjgwgl. Plan : FY 1972 (Boston, 1972, No. 6020 ), p. 17^imeographid)
.
Refer to p. 18 for chart No. 1.
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in Arlyn
Blake, "Manpower Programs in Massachusetts" ^unpublished memorandum.
Governor's Office, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, August 12, 1971), p. 6.
The State Division of Employment Security, even if it placed every
person that it was funded to train under MDTA
,
could serve no more than
2,51,6 Pe°Ple f°r the enMre state of Massachusetts. 1011 In order to keep
Jobs or to better themselves, individuals often need short term training
while taking a short leave of absence. The vast majority of the disad-
vantaged who do have the opportunity of getting into a state Civil Service
position are placed at group levels in which the annual turnover rate is
at least 50 l. However, the state Civil Service did not provide incentives
to provide Job security for the entry level positions. The figures for
19T0 show Civil Service did allocate some money for leave-time and short
term upgrading training, but that the money was disproportionately author-
ized to employees in the higher Job categories. In 1970, $38,108 was spent
on upgrading training for Civil Service Job grades higher than 10 and
$1,856 for grades lover.
The poverty agency in Boston, Action for Boston Community Development
(ABCD), reflected the statewide interest in the anti-poverty programs to
provide training, skills, and jobs for its people. ABCD operates five
skill centers in Roxbury, Dorchester, Jamaica Plain, Parker Hill-Fenway,
and South Boston. The total number of persons placed in jobs (mainly
secondary in nature) in 1973 was only approximately 1,700. ABCD operates
within a total budget of $23 million per year and is the biggest anti-
poverty agency in Massachusetts. Another 0E0 program is the Lynn Economic
10lt
105
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,
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Opportunity program (LEO) funded at the rate of $1 million per year. The
number of job placements decreases proportionately with the amount of
money funding the program.
The poverty agencies, the DES
,
and state government represent the
major sources of placement and unemployment opportunities for poor and
unemployed people. In 1972, through Federal Department of Labor alloca-
tions, the state spent an estimated ^6,856,107 or about $1,200 per unem-
ployed person. 106 There were more disadvantaged and unemployed people in
1973 than in the previous year (even with over $60 million earmarked for
Massachusetts this year). A study into the Massachusetts agencies responsi-
ble for responding to manpower needs yields insight into why there has been
little significant impact of these programs upon the lives and economy of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
.
B. Cooperative Area Manpower Planning Service (CAMPS)
A step was taken by the federal government to help each state find
ways to anticipate industrial decline. Five years ago, the Federal Depart-
ment of labor began to fund a system to deal with and analyze the manpower
problems as they exist
,
as well as plan for new careers to offset occupa-
tional losses in some industries while creating new labor supply demands.
This system was called the Cooperative Area Manpower Planning Service
(CAMPS). The CAMPS concept is an attempt to provide better information,
to avoid duplication and overlap, and to establish a better coordinated
106
B-32.
CAMPS, The Massachusetts Comprehensive Manpower Plan..., P-
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manpower planning and delivery system. This ideal system has,
never even been tried. When funds are available to the region
in actuality,
state, or
local area, there is no system of officially informing all concerned of
how to go about applying for funds. Indeed, because CAMPS is not required
to write-off on all local manpower contracts, ’'many programs are funded at
all levels without the knowledge or approval
... of the CAMPS committee." 107
CAMPS plans provide very limited analysis of the interaction between
agencies because of the lack of good quantitative data (this data is even
hard for the agencies to provide for themselves). Qualitative analysis
and follow-up data are lacking for CAMPS reports. There are no guidelines
as to how well people are served and no compilations of follow-up data
once an individual has been placed in a job. The current system lacks
. any
determination of whether a person has a job, the type of job, its relation
to his training, job retention, employer acceptance, what the enrollee felt
about his training experience, etc. 108 Because local cities and towns are
not required to submit employment data to the state, or mandated by statute
to cooperate with CAMPS, even if accurate records of this type were kept.
CAMPS would have no legitimate access to this information.
The CAMPS system, which consisted of a state CAMPS committee and
regional CAMPS councils
,
had no power to reallocate funds by vote and no
influence in unravelling the mass of agencies which serve an overlapping
clientele. With no common higher power to whom it can report, there has
been no reason for other manpower agencies either to concede to cooperate
107
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with CAMPS or even to provide CAMPS with information long after the fact. “9
®e CAMPS system has made no significant difference in manpower progr™
administration. When asked what he thought about the CAMPS situation and
particularly the CAMPS staff in Massachusetts, former Deputy Regional
Manpower Administrator for the Department of Labor Richard Gilliland
(formerly Director of the Massachusetts Division of Hnployment Security)
said, "It's disgusting. It's a disgrace."
Recently, there has been a major shakeup in CAMPS. Directives from
Washington have made it mandatory that all CAMPS systems be "revised"
immediately. In an effort to bolster a faltering system, the following
alternative is presently being put into effect. The program is called the
Manpower Planning Council System (MFC). The chairman of the new state MFC
is the Secretary of Manpower Affairs, Mary Newman. This system was, in
theory, developed as follows:
In order to provide a broader scope to support the decentralization
of operational decisions, a network of manpower planning councils was proposed
They existed at the Area and State levels and advised and supported governors
and mayors in manpower planning. Plans will not emanate from the councils
as quasi-independent bodies, but from the governors and mayors.
The tasks of these councils will be:
1. To advise mayors, governors, and Regional Manpower Coordinating
Committees of the needs of their states or areas for manpower services, and
on the locally conceived priorities among kinds of services required to
address these needs
.
109
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2. To develop a comprehensive manpower plan that recognises these
needs and priorities and makes recommendations for appropriate program
funding. This plan must define manpower targets and goals in terms of:
people needing services; employable workers; a design for the provision
of services, insuring a high level of success in moving the people into
the Jobs in the shortest time possible and in the most efficient manner
possible.
These tasks will be performed by the councils, regardless of fund
source. With respect to the programs fund-d by the Manpower Administra-
tion, recommendations by governors and mayors will constitute action plans
for program funding which will be followed by the Regional Manpower Admini
strator to the maximum extent feasible.
Councils will be expected to assess program operations and efficiency
on a continuing basis and recommend to governors and mayors new program
linkages and approaches based on their perception of soft spots in program
operations and gaps in services provided.
For manpower programs funded by all agencies, a council's plan will
constitute recommendations for funding, conditional upon acceptance by a
mayor or the Governor. Implementation will depend on the ability of each
of the agencies to respond to the recommendation through funding actions.
(See Appendix II on Structure.)
Realizing the flaws in the nrevious CAMPS operation, the Department of
Labor has attempted to give SMPC and AMPC real influence over what manpower
programs will be lunded as well as a clearly identifiable right to coordinate
the manpower programs of all existing agencies. If successful, the MTC could
be considered a breakthrough in finally beginning to attack a job that has
53
not been done at all until
development
.
nov, the job of real manpower planning and job
C. Massachusetts Division of Employment Security (DES)
state Employment Service was created when the Federal Employment
oervice anti-depression legislation was passed in 1933. Established by
the Wagner-Peyser Act of 1933 as essentially a placement service, the
employment service is a large, bureaucratic, '’but decentralized institution
in which levels of management (and government) depend upon performance
indicators to monitor and control subordinates. The handiest, most readily
assessable performance is placements."110 Reliance upon' placements
,
as an
indicator of success, tends to direct the Employment Security's (ES) major
efforts towards jobs that it has in its file and that DES is able to fill.
These positions tend to be the short run, high turnover, low stability-low
paying jobs. Ihey keep the people who receive a placement from the Employ-
ment Security in a cycle of employment-unemployment with high support needs
to be provided by the state. In actuality, the ES placements tend to go
to the state's poorer population.
The state Division of Employment Security is the major state Manpower
Program administrator. DES administers not only MDTA - institutional train-
ing, Job Opportunities in the Private Sector (JOPS), On-the-Job Training
(OJT) - low support program - but also Job Opportunities in the Business
Sector (NAB-JOBS), Supplemental Training and Employment Program (STEP), and
the Work Incentive Program (WIN). Thus, DES is a multi-purpose, multi-
110
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dollar agency. It receives money
-for programs from the Federal
government and receives the majority of its money for staffing from the
state through Civil Service positions. This gives DES a quasi-state and
federal image with respect to accountability. Over the years this dual
responsibility has made the Division a difficult agency to pin down (both
the state and the federal people apparently do not know where their
responsibility for DES starts and the other ends). Since 1968, increasing
rumblings have been heard by the Regional Manpower Administrator (RMA) and
the State House to make an effort both to modernize the DES procedures and
to make the agency more accountable for its performance.
When the state DES came into being in the early 1930s, the sting of
depression and hunger attracted many bright, able and highly motivated,
employees to the new agency. They worked hard to make the agency flexible
and responsible to the needs of the state’s citizens. Their competence
was due, in part, to their unique understanding of the difficulties of the
people m the 1930s. Ihese aggressive young men of the Employment Security’
early years are now the top executives in the organization who are ready foi
retirement. Today these executives have no real desire to "rock the boat."
"Persons recruited in the 19^0 ’s and 1950 ’s who still remain employees of
the Service are, generally speaking, somewhat lower in quality." 111 The
recruits of the 1950s were not motivated by the immediacy of hunger or the
threat of the depression. They simply wanted a job. This trend continued
into the 1960s . During the last ten years
,
the Commonwealth has attempted
111 Lester, p. 97.
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to recruit more able young people, but has found that, due to generally
low-wage scales as well as prospects of long years working at or near the
bottom of the ladder, there has been great difficulty in retaining the more
capable recruits for more than one or two years. Bright young men use the
DES as a temporary "stop" until something better comes along. Women regard
DES as the only agency where they can compete with men, and, through
endurance (if not through hard work alone), they tend to rise to a level
of relatively high administrative responsibility. Women are more willing
to accept the schedule of low wages in order to have a meaningful career
and position.
The existing DES staff tends to recruit, "indoctrinate, discourage,
and promote newcomers in line with their own image."112 Because of this
tendency, the turnover rate of DES personnel averages approximately 35-10?
a year (many leave for private industry). 113 Many aggressive care r-minded
men do not wish to be subordinated to a middle-management of predominantly
women, who have moved up the Civil Service ladder over the years, and will
rarely opt to leave the agency.
DES is supposed to be in the business of providing supportive services
(such as testing, counseling, gathering accurate labor information, out-
reach, follow-up, monitoring, and evaluation services). However, a 1963
survey shows 75# of DES work time and staff is spent on placement and
paperwork (i.e., taking applications, taking job orders, screening referrals
112Ibid
.
,
p. 106 .
113
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, p. 98.
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for Jobs, and verifying placements). Only 6? of staff time was spent on
counseling, 5 ? on gathering up-to-date accurate^ ^ ^
testing, and 10? divided among the other services
.
1111
It ls BO wonder that
the Division of Employment Security is now referred to as the "Division of
Unemployment Security ." 115
Although the Division spends more than three-fourths of its time on
Job placement, its impact on the labor market has been disappointingly small.
In all the legitimate career or Job possibilities identified by the
Department of Labor, DES has placed people in less than 16? of any of these
occupational groups and less than one-tenth of these (or 1.6?) include Job
referrals and placements in professional and managerial areas . 116 ’ 117
Sol Barkin of the University of Massachusetts Economics Department has
had long experience with the Massachusetts DES. Professor Barkin states:
"I’ve never worked with an agency with such an intense feeling of suspicion.
Tbe longer one works with DES the more nervous one becomes. There is insti-
tutionalised resistance to any thorough internal discussion of training
programs. Cooperation in any real or new experimentation was lacking. As
soon as a change in a training project system was suggested, that is how
fast it was killed. It is most
' discouraging working with the state ES office
because one has a sense that there is a conscious effort to exclude outsiders.
UL
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and do all that must be done not to change." Therefore, necessary supportive
services, vhich would begin to open up the agency as veil as broaden the
base of the kinds of jobs to be made available by DES to its enrollees
,
are not forthcoming.
The DEG has developed a remarkable facility for separating different
programs run even vithin the agency. It is not surprising that there has
been no effort to link programs, agencies, or information. For example,
the Work Incentive Program (WIN) has many female heads of households. In
order to participate in the WIN training program, mothers must be able to
obtain child care service. DES has no information (coordinated or other-
wise) to help these mothers, and, although the need for child care to allow
the program to operate smoothly is obvious, "nowhere are there adequate
facilities"118 provided or supported by DES. Almost unbelievably, there
is no evidence by DES of restructuring jobs to fit the applicant (job
development), and there is "no meaningful follow up," evaluation, or
monitoring for feedback purposes of DES administered manpower programs. 119
Even though the Division of Employment Security has nearly 5,000 full-time
employees statewide, Velia DeCaesare, the division's WIN, STEP, and MDTA
supervisor, seriously inquired of this writer if any new employer "leads"
could be provided by the Governor's Office through the efforts of the author
of this paper
. Contracts go unfilled and Federal money goes back to Washing-
ton unspent, and each year there is no attempt by DES to break through the
ceiling of secondary quality jobs referred through the Employment Security
X X 3
Solomon Barkin, private interviews held at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, February and March 1972.
119 01Office of Evaluation, Manpower Administration, p. on.
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omces. Inch of aggressive development of new business contacts has made
(lev quality
, high turnover) job placements by DES with the same companies
over and over again, a convenient and most expedient option. 1^
In 1965, President Johnson's Man£ower Report stated that "of every 10
high school dropouts, 8...had never been counselled by a school official
or by a public employment office about job training or the hind of work to
look for. "181 Career guidance , n h . gh schQois shouu ^ inteerated
with vocational counselling provided by the DES, but it is not. Instead
of growing to meet the changing labor demands of a rapidly changing world,
the Division has bureaucratically chosen to shut out these changes. During
the nearly ho years of its existence, the DES has not even developed a
clear-cut concept of optimum labor mobility. It gathers no useful or
effective data, and it has not answered charges "that it is too interested
in short-run placements at the expense of the long-run interest of workers.
Shed of its bureaucratic defense mechanisms, the principal handicaps of
DES are
:
..122
A. That it pays low salaries.
B. That it provides limited opportunities for professional
advancement
.
C. That it has inadequate staff and training programs.
D. That it has a low quality of personnel that remain with DES,
and a high turnover rate among new recruits .123
120
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E. fhere is evidence "of an unwritten, unspoken 'cmota' nrplacements to be made." A DES agent shows "no Obligation
^a^DES cuts
5
’
M5 STrViSOr ’ °r 6Ven MS ^-workers. "121,Ibat DkS corners by making easier placements because
budget T
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,
characteristics as human beings. "125
A legitimate conclusion is that, although DES has a "bad image," it
has earned it.
D. Civil Service
The Commonwealth's largest employer is the state itself. Massachusetts,
through its Civil Service merit system, employs nearly 60,000 people. 126
Ihe state Civil Service system was developed as a check on the effects of
widespread patronage under the formerly in-ward type of system of govern-
mental politics. Originally, the purpose of Civil Service was to ensure
that, through the taking of competitive examinations and the establishing
of eligibility lists for state positions, based solely on one's performance
on tests, political patronage could be effectively eliminated from the
staffing procedures for state agencies. When introduced, the Civil Service
system, in theory, was to make the concept of "it's not what you know, it’s
who you know" obsolete. The complicated Civil Service System was supposed
to be the alternative to direct patronage appointments. The merit system
Blau, p. 19 h.
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was thought to be a n,ajor move by government to restore the people's eon-
fidence in this state.
Over the years Civil Service has begun to take on many of the trap-
pings and characteristics of the patronage system that it had replaced.
In terms of its hiring practices with respect to the disadvantaged popula-
tion, the Civil Service system is exactly the same as the previous system.
The present Civil Service system appears to consciously exclude minority
and disadvantaged persons. Because the Commonwealth has practiced
exclusionary tactics as employer, the state, through Civil Service, has
failed to erase discrimination from its own employment practices and, more
importantly, failed in its role as "guardian 0f the rights of its citizens.
The basis of all hiring for potential state employment is the Civil
Service examination. Information on job openings is sporadically fed to
Civil Service from the state Bureau of Personnel and Standardization which,
in turn, obtains its information on job vacancies from the agencies them-
selves. If there are people who are qualified for vacant positions and are
..127
aware of such vacancies then, by law, a Civil Service test must be conducted
and an eligibility list established for those positions within a year of
the identification of such vacancies. In order to understand the system
more fully
,
this writer participated in taking of the "Administrative Intern"
Civil Service exam. The "Administrative Intern" was a new exam for a new
position in state government. Civil Service administered this test for the
first time in December 1969. Both veterans and college educated men and
women took the exam. The scores of the exam were not sent out for three to
Ibid
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four months
. Following the test, the positions that one vas qualified to
fill were not made kno™ for nine months. One's rating or rank on the
eligibility list is still a mystery and, to date, not one person has been
hired by the state as an "Administrative Intern." If an individual vere
counting on an administrative career with the state as a result of this
Civil Service exam given in 1969, he has had a very long vait. Yet, these
kinds of results are not atypical of the anachronistic Civil Service struc-
ture. In fact, these results are even more typical when referring to dis-
advantaged groups.
The current Civil Service tests "clearly discriminate against blacks
and Spanish-speaking minorities vho tend to score lover on almost all types
of paper and pencil tests. liiese lover scores are almost certainly due to
poor education, yet there is no evidence to show that blacks correspondingly
perform less veil on the job Most examinations discriminate by using
test items that black and other minorities cannot respond to as veil because
of unfamiliarity vith the test material."128 Therefore, the experience of
taking a Civil Service exam is significantly different for a disadvantaged
person primarily because he knovs
,
in advance, that he has little hope of
passing the test.
A disadvantaged person has the added obstacle of the civil service
requirement of absolute veteran's preference betveen him and a job. Brief-
ly
,
this means that if an individual, man or voman
,
scores 95 on a Civil
Service Exam and a veteran passes the test vith a 70, the veteran is put at
128Ibid
.
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the top of the job selection priority list. Anyone taking a Civil Service
test must also be qualified for the position for vhich he is being tested.
Job qualification specifications for Civil Service positions require work
experience end fonnal education. Because of his lilted educational back-
ground, the qualifications for many of the better positions established by
ll oervice effectively exclude a disadvantaged individual from any Civil
Service positions above group 10. The positions that are open to the poor
person are, for the most part, entry level, menial Jobs with little or no
built-in career ladder for upward mobility. Although many of these lower
level state jobs are high turnover in nature. Civil Service lists for filling
vacancies as they occur are as long as 1500 to 2000 for each position.
The slow, stodgy nature of the Civil Service merit and testing pro-
cedures have made it necessary for a quicker way of filling state positions
to be found. The answer has been the establishment of Sec. 15 of Chap. 31
of the general lavs, vhich provides for the filling of vacant positions by
provisional appointment. Whenever vacancies must be filled and there is no
eligible list yet established, provisional appointments can be made - the
practice has become widespread in Massachusetts due to the length of time
that transpires between the requisition by an agency for an examination and
the establishment of an eligible list. "More than one-half of all Civil
oervice jobs in the Commonwealth in 1969 were awarded with no examination
The fact that minimum qualifications are needed before a provisional appoint-
ment is to be made believes the claim that this is a merit system." An
„129
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Individual can hold a provisional appointment for up to two years without
taking any examination. Consequently, a high proportion of appointments
in 1969, 16,732 to be precise, were in reality, provisional or patronage
apporntnents. Clearly if the state had a commitment to hiring minori-
ties, the avenue of provisional appointment is not only practical, but also
available. Proposed Civil Service reform notwithstanding, the record of
state government employment of the disadvantaged is a disgrace.
Comprehensive data on the present pattern of minority employment in
state agencies is now available for comparison with those produced in 1966.
The final returns on the survey conducted by the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination afford the following sample comparisons:
1. From 1969 to 1970 the minority population of Massachusetts
more than doubled to a figure representing b. 95% of the
general population of 296,5^6 people. During the same period,
the minority population of the City of Boston increased from
68,000 (or 9.9i) to 1)46,000 (or 22.8%). The greater Boston
area in 1970 employed almost half of all employees on state
service. The figures indicate that, although the minority
population increase in Massachusetts has been extremely
rapid, Massachusetts governmental agencies have resisted
employing minorities in any substantial numbers. However,
when minorities are hired, discrimination plays a major role
in prevention of salary increases and promotion for them.
2. In 1965, the 80 agencies covered bv the report employed
130Ibid.
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1,2,1,71 PerSOnS
’
of »hom 1700 ( k.0%
)
were members of minority
groups
. In 1970, out of the reporting agencies there was a
total number of 58,259 employees and 2,988 (5.1?) minority
employees
.
3. Minority groups representation is extremely low in the high-
ly sensitive areas of law enforcement and corrections. In
1966, the State police, the Metropolitan District Commission
police, the Correctional Institutions and Camps, the Parole
Board, and the Schools and Centers of the Department of Youth
Services employed 2,772 people. Only 1*7 (1.7#) were black
or other minority group members. By 1970 total employment
in these departments and institutions had increased to 626l
,
vhile minority employment had increased to only 192 (3.1$).
In 1965, black males and all females were concentrated in the
lowest job groupings. 75
.
5% of the black males, 92.6# of the
black females and 82.3# of all females were classified below
Job Ciroup 11 (less than $8,000 per year). For all males this
figure was 50.^#. By 1970, these conditions had improved
slightly - 65# of all black males were employed in job group-
ings below 11 while 83.5# of all black females were employed
in jobs below this category. A study of the employment pat-
terns in Boston State Hospital, which employs over 1,330 staff
and has the greatest number of minority persons of any insti-
tution or agency of the state, revealed that less than 10
minority employees are employed in job group 9 or above, so
65
5 .
that 97.3% of the 375 minority employees vork in job groups
belou 9. 111. (30?) of the 375 minority employees work
job group 03 and 0»., the lowest two Job levels.
The greatest employment of minorities generally occurs
the state hospitals and schools for the mentally retarded.
.
In 1965
’
nlne such institutions in Boston employed 589 or
50.7? of all minorities working in state agencies located
in the Boston SMSA, but the same nine employed only 6568 or
26
. P? of the 25,11*1 total state employees of this area.
6
. Minority employment in the largest and third largest depart-
ments has improved in the last five years. In 1965
,
the
Departments of Mental Health and Public Health employed
15,618 persons, including 820 minority persons. The 1970
employment statistics of these departments show an increase
in the total employment of 15.7? to 80,108 and an increase
in minority employment of 62.7? to 1331. This excludes
figures from the two state mental health hospitals for which
there is no data.
7. The second largest department, public works, and the fourth
largest, the Metropolitan District Commission, continue to
have the lowest percentages of minority employees. Minority
employment in the DPW increased to a mere 2.2% while the MDC
increment was negligible at 1 . 7 %.
In 1965
, 75.5a of all black males and 92.6% of all black females were
classified in Civil Service Job Croups below 11, compared with 50.1*% for all
males aud 82.3? for all females. Blacks accounted for only 2? of all
employees in Job grades above 10 in 1965. In 1970, these conditions were
only slightly better with 65 . 2? of black males and 83 . 5? of black females
employee m Job groupings below 11 compared with 1/ 3 . 3? for all males and
73? for all females. These figures (65.2? and 83.5?) compare to 57.6? of
the total number of state workers employed below group 11
. Blacks accounted
for 3.7/ of all employees in Job grades above 10 in 1970
,
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compared with
53 of the total population of state employees.
Civil Service system, far from its intended goal of being a true
merit system, has become a large closed patronage system particularly for
those who are appointed provisionally to high Civil Service group admini-
strative positions. For those who are poor, the state Civil Service has
merely served as a major roadblock for upward mobility of the disadvantaged
and has been the most important instrument of maintaining the status quo.
(See Appendix III.)
E. Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD)
There are other state agencies and state practices which are closely
involved with Manpower policy and Manpower implementation. To be sure,
these agencies have a goal of implementing anti-discrimination policies in
job hiring practices. MCAD is the most important of these agencies. MCAD
has both a state statutory and federal statutory policy objective to imple-
ment anti-discrimination policies. Therefore, the potential power of MCAD
is not inconsiderable if it were to pursue actively investigations of
131Beer and Barringer, p. 70.
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Commonwealth employment procedures. As in the case with CAMPS
,
DES and
Civil Service, the potential of MCAD has not only never been realised, it
has for the most part never really been tested. Most of the commissioners
have been political patronage appointments and have had little commitment
to solving the problems surrounding racial or class prejudice. Many com-
missioners have no expertise in labor relations or Manpower. 132 In fact
_
the MCAD is teeming with such internal bitterness that even the field
representative staff believes that the commissioners- commitments to the
goals of the agency are dubious. Barbara Katersky, formerly an MCAD senior
field representative (and, at present. Personnel and Affirmative Action
Director of Mt
. Sinai Hospital in New York) stated that even if the agency
were well staffed and supported financially, that "discontent and dissension
within MCAD among the field representatives is rampant." Ms. Katersky
described one of the newly appointed commissioners as "a cry baby if he
doesn't get his way" and another commissioner as "a bigot." Barbara Katersky,
herself a political appointee, felt that, for the most part, MCAD was inef-
fective because "there may be as much if not more real racial prejudice
within the agency as there is in the outside world." Within the space of
one year the turnover of field representative staff has been nearly 90%,
The MCAD, torn by internal strife, is having serious problems in building
the confidence of the people it was created to help. For example, a staff
person from Springfield Model Cities recently analyzed the lawyer from the
Springfield area, appointed on MCAD commission. "He talks liberal, but
there s no follow through, no commitment. We make our complaints to him
132
Ibid.
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and ve make our recordations to hi., and he does what he wants anyway -
Lach of commitment and lack of responsiveness has made the Massachusetts
Commission gainst Discrimination an institutional harrier against Job
mobility
.
F. Licensing Boards
There are other major state barriers to those seeking upward mobility
through white collar, paraprofessional
,
or professional employment. Occu-
pational licensing policies restrict access in the following ways:
1. Licensing policy is formulated and administered by a
multitude of separate boards and agencies operating under
several boards and agencies operating under several dif-
ferent pieces of legislation. The variety and diversity
makes it difficult
.. .for the poor... to get information..."
2. Most of the licensing boards are composed of licensed members
of the occupation which the boards govern; hence, they have
strong economic incentives to limit entry.
3. oome licensing requirements discriminate against the poor...
The lequirement of Mgo.od moral character..." is generally
interpreted to exclude applicants with criminal or police
records
.
U. Interviews or oral tests are used to facilitate racial dis-
crimination. Most applications for licenses require pictures
133and at least one application specifically asks for
133
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G. Conclusion
Mule it con be argued that a major cause of immobility is discrimina-
tion based on color and sex, vhich has the effect of reducing the economic
value of educotion and training to those discriminated against, 131* of equal
import is the role state and local governmental agencies play in effectively
carrying out anti-discrimination directives. "It is clear that the best-
conceived federal program vill falter or fail if the agencies charged with
implementing it lack initiative or competence. And the sorry fact is that
most state and local governments — are poorly structured and poorly staffed
to carry out nev and innovative tasks. They have a hard time even meeting
their routine commitments
.
" 13 5
Most state government agencies charged with Manpower - War on Poverty
responsibilities "must be substantially strengthened if they are to dis-
charge their... functions effectively ."136 The Federal government, instead
of dumping all Manpower responsibilities on the states through revenue-
sharing, must insist on priorities, "exercise surveillance over the execu-
tion of programs and maintain financial control. It is the height of
political naivete or cynicism to assume that those who effectively control
state and local governments will look out solicitously for the interests
of the designated beneficiaries of federally financed programs in the absence
of a check by the federal government
.
}l1
3
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It is also the height of political
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naivete to assu.e that even it the state and iocad fovernr.ents did look out
for the "beneficiaries" of federally financed manpover pro^s
,
in terns
of establishing appropriate
simple incompetence) make s
priorities, current agency structures (and
uccessful implementation of these programs
almost an impossibility.
CHAPTER IV
COMMUNITY COLLEGE - CAREER EDUCATION JOB DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Social progress in a democratic society depends on its "ability to
recognize and respond to challenges which require government intervention
in the. interests of economic performance and social Justice." If the
government acts to solve problems in a piecemeal remedial way, "it is
likely to be forced later on to mount more ambitious programs of social
intervention when the constraints of time, resources, and tolerance will
be more painfully binding. Prolonged neglect is costly. Most social prob-
lems do not fade away. They become more acute when neglected." 138
In an effort to contrast the previous chapters' discussion, the fol-
lowing proposal of a new concept in Manpower programming was developed by
the writer for incorporation into this analysis. The objectives of this
Manpower proposal are clearly that project "efficiency" will result from
well considered political planning, "since rational planning is designing
a course of action to achieve ends," efficient political "planning is that
which under given conditions leads to the maximization of the attainment
of the relevant needs. 1,1
A. The Proposal (CC.TD)
The Community College - Career Education Job Development program is,
in my judgment, an example of a rationally planned, efficiently designed
138
139
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political program.
TMs proposal is not designed as a cure_aU for the serious
questions ana problems facing the underprivileged in our society. This one
program is not designed to deal with the under-achievers, the mentally-m,
the Physically handicapped, those lacking in motivation and ambition, etc.
It is merely to be used as a guide to the kinds of initiatives that can be
developed to work well for a given constituency if all political vested
interests lio,ve s. l)u.ilt~in pVp v,stake m their success and a built-in loss of
face in their failure.
Like the social legislation which created it, the social program needs
a "constituency larger than its direct beneficiaries, /larger public must
share the goals of social intervention before political reform becomes pos-
sible. The Community College - Job Development Program (CCJD) is one
of a series of program ideas and spinoffs with that larger political con-
stituency built in. Other programs like CCJD could be and have been
developed to deal in a more comprehensive manner with' the variety of causes
and motivations associated with societal responses to the poor. This
experimental statewide manpower strategy (CCJD) is useful only to demon-
strate that, utilizing existing resources, comprehensive political "three-
dimensional" Manpower planning is possible.
State and local bureaucracy’s response, to date, to this concept has
been one of cautious curiosity accompanied by paralytic paranoia of fascina-
tion and fear. State government bureaucracy, which knows the old friendly
(if unproductive) ways, continues to look at solving such problems through
1^0
Ginzberg and Solow, p. 212.
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uni-dimensional glasses. In attain* to implement CCdD, all bastions
regaling program implementation and operation were answered, and all
political sensitivities and budgetary considerations were put to rest
(i.e., local Model Cities and Federal Title IV A social service grants
would pay for the experimental program). But when it came time for the
designated state agency, the Department of Public Welfare, to place the
item in the supplemental budget for the fall of 1972, Welfare Commissioner
Winter balked - and, without reason, left the item out of the budget.
This action killed the plan. Subsequent to this unfortunate experience,
the program has come back in various incarnations, mainly instigated by
local citizen participation agency groups (CPP, 0E0 and Model Cities) who
believed in the program concept and had pledged over $200,000 of their
money in 1972 as proof of their support.
While other spinoffs of CCJD have been tried (and while the Governor's
Policy planners are convinced they will work), none is operational to date.
This can be traced primarily to bureaucratic intransigence, intractability,
and suspicion of the untried. But while Federal and State government agen-
cies continue to retrace paths which have so often proved unsuccessful in
Manpower - War on Poverty program operations, funding still flows into
these same tried piecemeal approaches.
The Community College - Job Development Program came very close to
becoming a reality. And even though the wheels of Government ground too
slowly to make the program come alive, two years after its unsuccessful
brush with state government, the integrity of the basic design for compre-
hensive political manpower planning remains intact. This writer is certain
that this proposal, or one like it, vill result in a success*,! proera.
(in terms of Job placement rates and in percentage of satisfied workers
and employees).
What follows is the proposal drafted by the author in the Spring of
1972 for a CCJD program.
—PJ2pS
-~-—^ Establishment of a Pilot Community College
Job. Development Program
I. The consensus among astute observers of Manpower programs in Massa-
chusetts is that these programs have not significantly improved the living
conditions of those persons whom they were intended to help. There are
various reasons which have been forwarded for this apparent failure. Among
these are the scope of the problem with which these programs must deal and
the basic inadequacies of the programs
.
At present
,
there is an unemployment rate which represents approxi-
mately 160,000 - 200,000 individuals. The great majority of this number
are basically the young and the disadvantaged.
Yet Department of Labor sponsored Manpower programs directly affect
no more than 7,500 Massachusetts people annually. This figure does not
even begin to keep pace with present high school drop-out rates which run
at a pace of 9 % or 10,000 drop-outs annually. Due to local competition for
Federal Manpower program money, the development of skills is not being
accompanied by job development. What has worked in the past in terms of
job training is assumed still to work. Therefore, the vast majority of
manpower skill training overlaps each specific program concentrating on
75
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office occupati onal and technical trai ning
.
(See Appendix
None of this bodes veil for the disadvantaged, the underemployed, or
the unemployed wishing to get into and benefit from a training program
vhich will prepare them for entrance into the mainstream of fmerican life.
However, the magnitude of the problem in job training is yet to be scratched.
The following more clearly defines the problem:
A
’ Cann0t GUpport himself or his family on low
1 pends (an average of up to Uo%-h^% of the per unit costearmarked for staff and operational expenses), and heis, therefore, reluctant to go intoW training programssimply because he cannot afford it.
B. The individual is locked into non-option, non-transferableting and training system vhich promises jobs, but in
many cases cannot deliver jobs at the end of training
period. This situation is caused by a lack of analyses oflocal occupational demands or needs.
C. There is little coordinated effort to obtain or to get
already available information regarding supportable jobs
lor new career) projections in Massachusetts.
D. There is little or no accurate follow-up of an enrollee's
progress once he has either been placed, or not placed, in
a job after training.
E. State coordination of existing Manpower programs and close
monitoring of their success or failure (with recommendations
for change) have been done inconsistently.
F. The geographical areas where statistics are available are
Ia.rge ^r a local community (needing to identify its
own labor market needs and its potential labor pool) to use.
Unfortunately, the psychology (surrounding Manpower programs) has been
that if one works hard at his job or studies hard at school, one will get
what one deserves - the best that life can offer. If one doesn't, it is
likely that he will end up in Manpower programs.
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II. There are nine Department of
tional education, which represent
solve the problems stated above.
Labor Manpower programs, excluding voca-
the existing approaches in trying to
They include:
- Public Service
in Massachusett
tracts to date.
Careers (PSC)
s
. However
,
which gets $3.6 million annually
there are no statewide PSC con-
- New Careers
,
Labor.
whi ch is being phased out by the Department of
Operation Mainstream.
Hational Alliance of Businessmen JOBS Program - over $12
ctasetts
K°ne UnSPent ^ the PaSt tv° yearS ln Massa-
- On-the-Job Training - 100 to 300 training slots vent unfilledlast year (at $1,500 - $3,000 per slot).
- Work Incentive Program (WIN)
- primarily a program for vel-iare recipients not on General Relief.
Supplemental Training Employment Program (STEP).
- Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC).
- JOB CORPS.
- Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA),
These programs basically train people for entry level positions in
office, occupational, or technical areas. The per unit costs run approxi-
mately $1,500 per year per unit to $8,000 - $9,000 per year per unit. (These
figures represent the Federal contribution exclusively.) Employer costs and
other hidden costs can sharply increase the cost of a contract. Contracts
can have a duration of as little as 26 weeks or as long as two years. Many
of these approaches have lacked impact and community support because of
inherent roadblocks to the success of the intent of Manpower programs.
JTiese include the Civi] Service System and Labor Union entrance requirements,
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Because of Civil Service testing lists, the tests themselves. Veteran's
Preference, etc, the disadvantaged have little chance of being guaranteed
of the job thev are being trained to perform. Ironically, i„ most cases,
the Department of Labor Manpower programs require of the state or employer
this £uaran_t_ee - the guarantee of a Job. As a result, contracts go un-
developed and funded program money goes unspent. Each program approach is
a spinoff of the other with much duplication of effort with respect to
training and funding of staffs, offices and equipment to perform that
training service.
III. The Community College is the newest and most flexible state institu-
tion. With presently 25,000 students on 15 campuses, they can look forward
to anticipated rapid expansion to approximately 80,000 students by 19 O0 .
Most significant is the fact that 12,000 Community College students are
—
—
d
-^
lnvolved in occupational one to two year instructional programs.
The kinds of instructional programs presently offered on the Community Col-
lege campus translate into highly innovative, varied, and much needed new
and 'prestigious" job occupations. The Community College is seeking unique-
ness m the state public higher educational system, and community service
appears to be the direction that these two-year schools are taking to reach
that goal. Not tied to the traditions of the past, the Community College,
which is not encumbered by Civil Service or labor Union problems, is using
New Career development to establish the Community Service link with the
city or town, llie Community College has fiscal autonomy and, consequently,
it has the ability to co-mingle sources of funding and to sub-contract with
any agency , school, business or individual in the community for a performance
of service contract.
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The Community College is by definition part of the community, but it
doesn't have to compete with other local agencies for either municipal or
federal funds. Staff and operational expenses are maintained by the state.
The fact is that the college will "exist whether federal funds come in or
not." Most important, it is a college and, a college education is, for
most people, the acknowledged avenue to upward mobility. Ibis is a psycho-
logical reality with which one must deal.
Because of these distinct advantages, the Community College will be
used as the heart of the systemic Manpower project called the Community
Collie Job Development Program. The basic difference in this program is
the benefits and options that the enrollee will enjoy that are presently
lacking in existing plans. Another advantage is the fact that no new
wi71 be required to make this program work. It will he neces-
sary to utilize only existing mechanisms and existing funding sources. The
mechanisms to be used are:
A. The Manpower Secretary
B. The Board of Trustees of State Colleges
C. The Regional Board of Community Colleges and select Com-
munity Colleges
D. The Division of Employment Security
E. Towns in which there is a Model Cities agency and a
Community College
.
There will be three sources of Federal funding for a model program.
Funds will be used to support administrative costs and enrollee stipends.
The mechanism for distribution of these funds will be the local Model Cities.
Using programmed or reprogrammed money to match with H.E.W, and D.O.L. funding.
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the Model Cities will receive the funds and subcontract with the Regional
Board or Community Colle.es which win administer tho progrm equltaMy
tor each Community College Participating in the pilot project. Kach par.
ticipating Federal agency and Model City courts funds to the Co^unity
college dob Development (CCJD) program and *m have the responsibility
for recruitment of individuals for the program (subject to negotiated
agreements and general guidelines established for project management,
recruitment, monitoring, progress, supervision, and follow-up). The Man-
power Secretary win have two positions allocated specifically for program
management of this model project. There will be positions allocated at
the Regional Board of Community Colleges for overall program administration,
and positions allocated from the per unit cost for Community Service liai-
sons - Community College Job Development personnel in each participating
community college. It is estimated that the total per unit cost will be
well within the range of existing manpower programs and well below the cost
°f others
.
Such options as transportation, health benefits, tutorial costs, etc.,
will be provided on an equitable basis by the Regional Board of Community
Colleges
.
The objective of this proposal is to open options for the disadvantaged,
unemployed and underemployed which will build confidence, pride and experi-
ence, and, at the same time, pressure will have been alleviated from local
economic systems. This will be accomplished by getting the individual off
the unemployment and welfare rolls by employi ng him in a Community College
and, thereby, taking pressure off the local job market. Time will become
8o
available to develop pood jobs
in the Community College. The
for enrol) lees over the period that they are
options will be made available by the fol-
loving series of commitments:
A. A commitment for job placements (based on occupational
P
f°pTT
° ffered at Community Colleges) by the Divisiono Employment Security. ' l l
B. A commitment in advance of the enrollee ’s entrance intothe college that the Division of Employment Security will
career^areas^
° f J°bs ln devel °Pe<3 (new or needed)
D.
E.
G.
guarantee from the Board of Trustees of State Collegeshat graduates from the Community College Job Developmentprogram would be able to be enrolled as regular four-year
students with appropriate credits transferred.
Commitment by the Board of Trustees of State Colleges thatgraduates of the CCJD program be given preference in' obtain-mg new supportive jobs to be placed in State Colleges.
Commitment by state to place new positions in state and
community colleges participating in the program.
F. Commitments to extend guidelines or reprogram existingfunds from the Department of Labor.
Commitment by H.E.W. to aid the staff in obtaining grants
to match with Model Cities funds.
Salary support for the enrollee will be set up on a sliding scale
ranging from 43,500 annual salary for a single enrollee to $5,500 for mar-
ried enrollee with two or more children. This will allow the recipient to
to sta^r in this program. Unlike previous manpower programs which
have staff and operational expenses ranging up to h0%-k 5 %, administrative
overhead of CCJD will range from The enrollee will be getting
80/0-90 /o of the total per unit cost in terms of sjadary (money in his pocket).
Other opportunities and possibilities will eventually become part of
the successful development of this new systemic manpower program:
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C.
Veterans can match their G.I. stipends v-H-h + v
srcs.vsrs;
Day Care programs in the Community College would allow•f.D.C. mothers to benefit by CCJD.
Job development and job projections could be analysed atthe community level. With fipv^in „ . z a
munity College could build new progrL”^^!.
. career need"*"
“d SklUS aS Wel1 aS iaen«fiable new
D. Individuals in CCJD could be placed in public agencies orprivate industry during the summer at little cost to eitherthe^pubUc or the private sector. This will Afford futurepossible employers to meet with and get work from potentialnew employees and at the same time allow the cZZlylll-lege to serve the role of catalyst in community service.
the added
BalnS Val“able on
-«ie-job experience withoutpressure of having to perform or be fired " Hisconfidence and skills are thereby encouraged.
With the various commitments (state, federal and local) built-in sup-
ports that the CCJD program offers, this new manpower program delivers much
more to the recipient than all presently existing manpower programs.
IV.
B. Enrollee Characteristics
Occupational or Job potential will be expected to vary among people
with pretraining skills, educational levels, attitudes and habits. The dif-
ferences in those variables might be reflected adequately in pretraining
earnings or in pretraining wage rates and employment rates. If they are
not, they should be reflected demographically by social economic variables
as pretraining skill levels, language, education, work experience, age,
place of residence (a proxy for ghetto background). Therefore, the follow-
ing characteristics should be examined and possibly included in a client's
profile;
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1
. Age
16-19 (teenagers)
20-2k (youth)
25-59 (prime labor force)
60 and over (older workers)
Place of residence (inner city, etc.)
2. Race/Language
,
White, English-speaking
Black and other English-speaking non-white
Spanish-surname and other non-English-speaking
3 . Sex
Years of education
8 or fewer
9 to 11
12 or more
Measured education competence
5. Occupation of Last (or highest paying) Job
Professional, technical, or managerial
Skilled worker
Semiskilled worker
Clerical or nondomestic service worker
Unskilled or domestic service worker
6. Work Experience
None
1 to 3 years
Over 3 years
7 . Head of Household Status
Head
Nonhead
8. Presence of Dependents
Yes
No
9. Presence at home of Dependents (under 6 years of age for women)
Yes
No
10
, Pretraining Hourly Wage Rate
Under $1.00
1.00 - 1.140
l.**0 - 1.65
1.65 - 2.00
Over $2.00
11. Health Problems
12
.
13.
Employment in Year or Period Preceding Gaining (in hours)
1820 or more
1*400 to 1800 :
1*400 to 1800 :
9*45 to l*t**0 :
less than 9*45
less than 9*45
Unemployed rest of time
Out of labor force rest of time
Unemployed rest of time
Unemployed rest of year
Out of labor force rest of y^ar
Welfare Recipient
Yes
No
1*4. Criminal Record
Yes
No
C. Career Job Placement Guarantees, Monitoring and Reporting
Placement - Placing the client into his first level job
Client Career Monitoring and Reporting
. Continued follow-up of client.
. Continued assessment of client 's job for possible revision
of training program or other delivery system functions.
. Provide employer with assistance:
For client
For job restructuring
For on-the-job training programs
For manpower system/employer relations
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D. Delivery System
The delivery system would function through an inter-agency team of
program agents and directors in local model cities (and associated com-
munity agencies).
primary function of the delivery team would be to cooperate and
coordinate with the enrollees to provide them the best service possible
in the most cost-effective manner. This will be of importance to ensure
against duplication of services, efforts, and funding. T^is would also
help ensure that the system provides the best available programs and tech
nologies possible.
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The Community College Job Development
ing purposes
:
Program will serve the follow-
1 .
2 .
Reduce the waste of time and money by worker^ in ,mg for Jobs and by employers in recruiting vorke«
Reduce imbalances betwe
graphically and occupat
mobility.
en labor demand and supply,
ionally
,
by promoting labor
geo-
1+.
nn::r,T
Pl0yraent by s6ortening the lapsed time inlillmg job vacancies.
Open up a broader range of opportunities for workers anda broader range of supply for employers and, espeJal?Timprove the access of disadvantaged workers to profession-BJ. job careers.
5 .
6
.
and^bi litres
a“°Cation ^ ^"e to match requirementsd abi i and carrying out the recommendations of
counselors in referring applicants to jobs.
Provide valuable information for the Service and for
manpower planning, with respect to such matters as
occupational requirements, hiring standards, shortage
and surplus skills, and rates of pay, all of which ishelpful in vocational guidance. The information
gathered by placement interviewers may also serve as
an impressionistic check on the use of test results,
the benefits of counseling, and the validity of selec-
tion methods used by the program in referrals.
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E. Examples of Programs in Community Colleges
UNIFIED STUDIES PROGRAM
Unified Studies is on experimental, individualized interdiSFrr"5
otuaies during any semester of his choice. Currently all independent
if tL™Latrh shobr:. selected only from the ac“ catai°« °"-inBs,
l
n ° f
5
er maximuin ^eedom to follow one's specific interests Uni-fied Studies should normally be used to earn elective credit. By specialarrangement however, it may be possible to meet a specific course' require-ment through this process the course involved relates closely to theremainder of the student's activities in th" program.
The program is conducted in cooperation with the Education Research Centero Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Further details may be obtainedfrom the Office of the Dean of Faculty.
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HUMAN RESOURCES
The Center for Community Human Resources provides students with highlyindividualized and flexible approaches to learning, making use of a wide
variety of teaching and learning resources found throughout the entire
North Shore Region. Programs rely heavily on directed, independent study,
field experience and internships and may include area studies originating
with a variety of social concerns including mental health, urban and sub-
urban planning, public transportation, dav—care and drug abuse.
In most cases these individualized curricula are coordinated closely with
appropriate resource persons at North Shore, with the College Curriculum
Committee and with interested faculty from neighboring colleges and universi-
ties. Individuals from outside the academic world are encouraged to work
with the students in this program. These individuals, designated adjunct
professors, enjoy working with students and are able to contribute specific
expertise to student projects and activities. Past contributors have in-
cluded government officers, members of community action projects, artists,
writers and physicians.
The Center also coordinates a variety of community based projects
,
includ-
ing the operation of on educational program at the Salem Jail and House of
Correction and assistance to youth oriented drug programming, day-care pro-
jects and area mental health programs.
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THE NORTH SHORE REGIONAL TEACHER AIRE PROGRAM
The North Shore Regional Teacher Aide Propran iq n .program established to train persona 'to assist teachers'requiring professional teacher competence School »
mend local candidates for aide tr^k r„ o
districts may recom-
under the Federal Education Professions 'Development i™*™*100 are fu"ded
in tW° steps: Pre-Service and In-Service Pre
irTZT “d back-up—‘ fOT^
Shore Community^Colleg^^degre^program^
.
10 tOVard N°rth
BK6623 Installment Credit
one-semester course; three credit hours. Study of the installment credit
unction
; credit information, lending, collections and other procedures asveil as inventory financing, special loan programs, business development
and advertising, and the public relations aspect of installment lending.Three class hours per week.
BK662 lj Trust Department Services
A one-semester course; three credit hours. Study of trust services,
responsibilities of executors and administrators, analysis of the structure
of trusts, alternative forms and the general and investment responsibilities
of trustees. Three class hours per week.
BK6651 Analyzing Financial Statements
A one-semester course; three credit hours. Basic considerations in financial
statement analysis, basic financial ratios, analysis of working capital, and
other items. Three class hours per week.
BK6652 Bank Letters and Reports
A one-semester course; three credit hours. Ai review of the forms of letter
and report writing as they apply to public relations as well as emphasize
fundamental principles underlying modern correspondence. Three class hours
per week
.
BK6653 Bank Public Relations and Marketing
A one-semester course; three credit hours A s+mw -.v
and marketing aspects of banking as they would"LtjIy to
^ r
?
lations
customers
,
the co-unity, ana others.
BK665^ Fundamentals of Bank Data Processing
A one-semester course; three credit hours,
tronic data processing as applied to banks,
hours per week
.
A non-technical study of elec-
A survey course. Three class
CC2112 Problems in Early Childhood Education
A one-semester course; three credit hours. A sociological-osvcholoricalstudy of factors leading to educational success in representative compensa-tory programs for the young child. This course centers around thethe family and cultural background as they relate to the develonnent ofschool skills. Three class hours per veck
.
pm
CC2c.01 Introduction to Child Care Technioue
A one-semester course; three credit hours. This course provides the student
vith an understanding of the Child Care Worker's day, raises particularproblems associated with organizing a group of youngsters, and presents a
clear differentiation between the management and understanding of behavior.Three class hours per week.
CC226U Feminar in the Philosophy of Child. Care
A one-semester course; three credit hours. The student studies varied
models of child care programs and the theories wh^ch they illustrate. The
second half of the course involves clinical experiences in which the student
explores in depth a model of a child care program located in the Merrimack
Valley, studies the program in operation, and writes a research paper based
upon his findings. Three class hours per week.
CC2311 Observation and Recording of Child Behavior
A one-semester course; one credit hour. A preliminary study of child
behavior in varied institutional settings. Defined areas of child behavior
will be observed and recorded. These observations will be discussed every
other week at seminars. Two laboratory hours per week.
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CC2312 Laboratory Experience in Program Development
A one-semester course; two credit hours. Skills and concept* of i
acquired in Children's literature and Introduction to the Creativeence will be applied in selected centers for children. The student willplay an active role in setting up projects, and working with the youngchild in the areas of art, music, crafts and literature. Four class hoursand four laboratory hours per veek.
Prerequisite: EN8U01 and present enrollment in FA7012
CC2353 Laboratory in Child Care Education I
A one-semester course; three credit hours. The student will be activelyinvolved in the varied activities which are part of all child educationprograms. Hot only will the student work with arts, crafts, music andliterature
; he will also aid the supervising personnel in leading recrea-tional activities, will work with the individual children in defined prob-lem areas and will record his experiences for seminars held every other week,Nine hours per week clinical experience.
Prerequisite: CC2201
,
CC2371 and present enrollment in CC2112
CC235^ Laboratory in Child Care Education II
A one-semester course; six credit hours. The student will have greater
responsibilities in his relationship with programs for the young child. Six-
teen hours of practical experience each week will be spent within a defined
institutional center. At the completion of the semester, the student should
be competent to work in all areas normally associated with the para-
professional in child care programs. Eighteen hours per week clinical
experience
.
Prerequisite: CC2353
(See Appendix IV for translation from instructional program to actual career
jobs and. occupational titles.)
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CHAPTER 31
§8D
STUDENTS IN CO-OPERATIVE PLAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS*
EMPLOYMENT BY CITIES AND TOWNS : EXEMPTION
The director shall cooperate with public end private colleges, universitiesand other institutions of higher education, which grant degrees and which
'
’
^ ^
eS f
,°
r educatinS students on the so-called "co-operative
1
,
wherebM work-study programs are so developed' and“mTin-.ained that students enrolled therein may be employed in the service of anycity or town in positions appropriate to their major academic interests.
'
The employment of such students in said positions shall, upon certificationto the director by a representative of such a college, university, or insti-
tution that such student is enrolled therein under a "co-operative plan" ofeducation pot be subject to the provisions of this chapter; provided thatemployment by the city or town of a student under such plan is for a statedand limited time.
approved 1/28/70
15
If there
. is no suitable eligible list, or if the director is unable to
comply with a requisition, he may, subject to § 25 , authorize a provisional
appointment. A provi sional appointment may be authorized pending the estab-
lishment of an eligible list provided the director shall forthwith
make arrangements to esta.blish an eligible list within a year from the date
of the approval of the provisional authorization.
F. Conclusion
Even with written commitments in advance from all participating politi-
cal groups, a commitment by the Governor to implement this program in his
1970 State of the State Address, developed funding mechanisms, and the
cooperation of Civil Service in holding state jobs vacant for enrollees of
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this program
,
the program item was never introduced into the budget. Al-
though it was generally agreed among the Program and Policy staff of the
Governor that the program "would work," A1 Kramer, Chief Advisor, stated,
"The program tied too many pieces together - too many agencies would have
to work together - and too many political credits would have to be expended
to make it work." This is the epitaph of the CCJD program. But, perhaps
more politically salient, jobs for the poor and bolstering the economy were
not the priority issues for the Governor in 1972.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
In the early 1900s a young man, who couldn't speak any English,
escaped from the Russian oppression of pogroms and immigrated to the
United- States. Whlen he arrived, he vas without work and without "pros-
pects". When asked why he came to this country, he said, "The United
States is the land of freedom .. .the land of opportunity
.. .and I heard
the streets were paved with gold." He and others like him have retold
the story a thousand times - a story retold so often that it has become
legend
.
To many immigrants the United States was the land of the free, a
'
country which embraced those driven from their lands... the oppressed. And
groups from numerous ethnic backgrounds came in large numbers to this coun-
try. They become the source of America's great work force as well as the
source of America's many varied political interests. There can be little
doubt that such political pluralism has contributed much to the growth of
this nation.
Interest groups have made significant contributions to the American
political process by "(a) stimulating and formalizing the desires of
thousands of American citizens, (b) transmitting these collective desires
and aspirations to government at the appropriate level, (c) presenting
needed and specialized information to national poli cy-maker s , and (d) main-
taining surveillance of policy-making centers so as to protect the interests
99
of their memberships." 1 1
But with due respect to interest group pressures, specific groups csn
be successful only as long as their goals are consistent and understandable
to those in power - the power elite described by Gabriel Kolko in Wealth
and Power_ in. America
.
While pluralism has made America strong, there is a built-in prejudice
by those in power against the kinds of groups that brought the U.S.A. to
greatness, the minorities, Blacks, and lower class whites. The prejudice
of those from the white middle-upper class "Protestant Ethic" background
includes the following components: "(a) fear of criminals
; (b) dislike of
people who are dirty and disorderly in public places; (c) dislike of people
with whom they could not readily communicate and resentment that these
people should replace as neighbors other people with whom they could readily
communicate; (d) dislike of people of lower social status; (e) dislike of
people of different customs, manners and ways of dress and speech; (f) dis-
like of people of different physical type; and (g) dislike of people of
different skin color. ^
While strength may be derived from pluralism, the prejudices of those
in power negates much of an interest group's influence - particularly where
minority interests are concerned.
The situation involving Manpower - Job Opportunity programs is a case
in point. Although manpower legislation was well intentioned, strongly
ingrained prejudices and resentments by decision-makers made the MDTA
lkl
Mahood, p. 303.
Ik2
Banfield and Myerson, p. 103.
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legislation dysfunctional from the very beginning.
'Tbe previous chapter outlined one plan for serious implementation of
Manpower program objectives. The plan described was a course of action
vhich could actually "be carried into effect, which could be expected to
lead to the ends sought, and which someone (could) intend to carry into
effect. ' There was no such plan or such planning involving Manpower -
Anti-Poverty programs even though leaders representing the interests of
the poor voiced strong desires that such planning and commitments should
exist. Hie monetary allocations by the Federal government to Manpower
programs constituted a serious lack of commitment by this nation to meet
the goals outlined by the 1962 and I96 I acts.
Instead, the Vietnam War became a convenient way to raise the issue of
"guns and butter" - making fighting a war vs. aiding the poor the either
or choice - and guns won. Vietnam served the ends of the whole public
rather than those of some smaller sector of the public. The Vietnam War
was seen to be in the Public Interest while Manpower - Anti-Poverty programs
1 If I4
were not. But since the Vietnam escapade has wound down, there still has
not been any "buttered" bread committed to job opportunities and training
for those in lover incomes in t-his society. In truth, economic gains by
low income groups have been greatly exaggerated. "Authorities have failed
to recognize the serious economic consequences of numerous social and occu-
pational trends that have been developing over the past two decades
.
J
1 ^ 3
Ibid
. , p. 312.
Ikk.
1^5
Ibi d
. ,
p. 322.
Kolko, p.
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While some may tout the successes associated with the MHTA - EOA legis-
lation, the "basic distribution of income and wealth in the United States is
essentially the seme nov as it was in 1939, or even 1910. i»lU6
The most visible proof that the lack of planning and commitments by
Manpower program operatives has resulted in disaster and frustration is
the recent dismantling of the Office of Economic Opportunity as well as
the eventual demise of many of the Manpower programs funded since 1962.
The Administration's spokesmen promised to undertake and win
the war on poverty, to assure every American family an adequate
home, to relieve old and poor people of the financial burdens
of illness, to widen the educational opportunities of poor
children, to speed the integration of the block community into
the mainstream of American life, to provide skill training so
that men and women on the periphery of the economy could get
better jobs. A democracy with a two-party tradition is inured
to exaggerated promises and claims, especially in an election
year. Eut the mid-1960's saw the President, his advisors, and
the Congressional leadership wantonly blur the distinction be-
tween campaign promises and legislative commitments. From one
point of view, the Great Society programs were doomed from the
moment of their enactment: There was no prospect that any
government could deliver on such ambitious promises, certainly
not within the time limits that an impatient public would allow
.
ll| 7
Monies associated with the Department of Labor Manpower programs will eventu-
ally be turned over to the states under President Nixon's concept of Special
Revenue-Sharing
.
The little money that there was for Manpower would, under the revenue-
sharing approach, be turned over to the states, with little direction from
Washington. In other words, bv initiating Manpower revenue-sharing, the
President (to paraphrase a Doonesbury cartoon regarding the energy crisis)
1)46
Ibid
,
1147
Ibid,
p. 3 .
p . xi
.
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has suddenly decided to announce "that the crisis i- no longer a crisis -
it is only a problem," and declare the episode closed. The Federal govern-
ment has merely dumped all the problems associated with Jobs and poverty
onto the shoulders of the states and cities, which are ill-prepared to deal
with them even if there were a mass infusion of financial aid from Washing-
ton .
The analysis of the Manpower - Anti-Poverty programs has revealed that
the American economic structure, "with its deep entrenched privileges and
inequities, cannot be changed, for no socially significant movement in
American society today seeks to end Poverty (and job discrimination) by
attacking the basic, essential inequality upon which the economy rests
And it is for this reason that all the bills and measures advocated by
political leaders, the unions, and... the civil rights movement, have little
chance of altering the structure of poverty ." 3 ^
®
Disastrous tests of limited social conscience and uncommitted public
interests, like MDTA and EOA, are the kinds of puffery which are damaging
"to the good name of sensible social policy."
The upheavals of the 1960s are easier to comprehend in this context.
The public was encouraged to expect great things, became impatient, critical
and alienated because the progress achieved fell short of the "rosy prom-
ises''.^ 1 ^ Manpower - War on Poverty programs "never commanded resources
commensurate with their expressed goals."'1 ^ Until the decision-makers,
^ 4
^Ginzberg and Solow, pp. 213-21U.
lll9
Ibld.
150
Ibid.
,
p. 216.
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the monied interests, take as much pride and patience in producing success-
ful social programs as they do in the legislation creating them, progressive
social-welfare legislation will simply reflect the passing of mood and
whimsy on the part of the few who feel entitled to play with the lives of
the many.
"The Promises vere extreme; the specific remedial actions
.. .untested;
the finances were grossly inadequate: the political structuring was so
vulnerable that it had to be radically reformed within a few years after
the program was launched.”151 One could say about the Manpower - Poverty
programs of the Great Society what "G. B. Shaw said about Christianity:
It has not failed; it has never been tried.
”
15 ^
151lbid.
,
p. 219.
152
rbid
.
,
p. 216.
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OPERATION MAINSTREAM SPONSORS LISTING
STATE Massachusetts
CP-0623
Mr. Walter Williams, CEP Director
Action for Boston Community
Development
,
Inc
.
150 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
Kenneth I. Guscott, Signator
Slots Funding Slot Cost Dates
100
85-90
filled
$448,710
CEP
$4)487 9/1/71
to
8/31/72
Ml-1023-25
Mr. Robert M. Coard, Director
Action for Boston Community
Development
,
Inc
.
150 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
Robert M. Coard, Signator
12
35
12
1U
filled
$ 53,351
SMP
$1905 1/1/71
to
12/31/71
Ml-1031-25
Mr. Frank Clark, Director
City of Boston
Parks and Recreation Department
One City Hall Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02201
Joseph E. Curtis, Signator
11
3
filled
$ 50,000
SMP
$4545 3/1/71
to
12/1/71
Ml-1025-25 17 $ 75,000 $44n 2/15/71
Mr. William F. Martin, Director SMP to
North Shore Community Action 2/14/72
Program, Inc.
236R Cabot Street Ik
Beverly, Massachusetts 01915 filled
William F. Martin, Signator
M1-108U-25 40 $184,000 $46oo 7/20/71
Mr. Robert P. Renaud
,
Director Regular to
Self-Help, Inc. OM 7/12/72
71 Center Street ko
Brockton, Massachusetts 02401 filled
Lawrence E. Zuk
,
Signator
) j
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Slots Funding Slot Cost T)pf. ft;ML-1022-25
Kir. Robert P. Renaud, Director
Self-Help, Inc.
196 Main Street
Brockton, Massachusetts 021)01
Lawrence E. Zuk
,
Signator
2h
25
filled
$137 , HO
SMP
$5726 1/1/71
to
1/1/72
Ml-1020-25
Mr
. John H. Corcoran, Director
Office, of City Manager
City Hall
Cambridge
,
Massachusetts 02139
John H. Corcoran, Signator
27
27
filled
$ 75,000
SMP
$2777 1/18/71
to
10/28/71
Ml-1019-25
Mr. Thomas J. Kerrins
,
Jr., Director
Community Action Programs
Inter-City, Inc.
c/o Williams School
176 Walnut Street
Chelsea, Massachusetts 02150
Edward Greenberg, Signator
h3
U3
filled
$150,000
SM5
$3H8 2/15/71
to
11/12/71
Ml-1003-25
Mr. William Ferreira, Director
Community & Regional Opportunity
Program
l6l School Street
Chicopee, Massachusetts 01020
Mary V. Malfas, Signator
50
50
filled
$190,000
Regular
0M
$3800 8/27/70
to
8/25/71
Ml-1003-25 Mod. 1
Mr. William Ferreira, Director
Community & Regional Opportunity
Program
l6l School Street
Chicopee, Massachusetts 01020
Mary V. Malfas, Signator
55
9h
filled
$158,360
SMP
$2879 1A/71
to
8/25/71
Ml-1028-25
Mr. Paul Houlihan, Director
South Middlesex Opportunity
Council, Inc.
]
k2 $120,000
SMP
$2857
•
3/1/71
to
9/214/71
31 Hoolis Street
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701
37
filled
Paul Houlihan, Signator
I
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Ml-1027-25
• Foss A. Burton
,
Director
Action, Inc.
2b Elm Street
Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
Ernestine R. Friend, Signator
_
Slots Funding Slot Cost D&tOS
17
18
filled
$ 90,000 $5294 1/15/71
to
1/15/72
Ml-1009-25
Mr. Phillip Laverriere, Director
Greater Lawrence Community Action
Council, Inc.
301 Essex Street
Lawrence, Massachusetts 08l4o
George A. Stella, Signator
b2
56
filled
$21 4, 000
SMP
$5095 1/1/71
to
12/31/71
Ml-1026-25
Mr. Robert A. Simoneau, Director
Lynn Economic Opportunity, Inc.
360 Washington Street
Lynn, Massachusetts 01901
Laurence L. Johnson, Signator
20
22
filled
$ 75,000
Sl-iP
$3750 2/15/71
to
8/14/71
CP-0615
Mr. Richard McMahon, CEP Director
Community Teamwork, Inc.
10 Bridge Street
Lowell, Massachusetts 01852
Agnes D. Davis, Signator
30
20
filled
$ 81,559
Regular
0M
$2718 1/1/71
to
12/31/71
Ml-1008-25 100 $275,000 $2750 1/1/71
Mr. Leo F. Desjarlais, CAP Director SliP to
Community Teamwork, Inc. 12/31/71
10 Bridge Street 100
Lowell, Massachusetts 01852 filled
Ellen A. Sampson, Signator
!
M1-100U-25 20 $ 76,000 $3800 8/25/70
Mr. Adalbert 0 0. Nereu, Director Regular to
Onboard, Inc.
! 0M 8/24/71
1215 Purchase Street 20
New Bedford, Massachusetts 027^0
j
filled
Donald Gomes
,
Signator I
1
Ill
CP-0603
Mr. Adalberto 0. Nereu, Director
Onboard, Inc.
1215 Purchase Street
New Bedford, Massachusetts 027*40
Donald Gomes
,
Signator
Slots Funding Slot Cost
$3255
Dates
10/68
to
11/1/71
70
58
'
filled
capa.c. 70
$153,779
CEP
Ml-1021-25
Mr- Geoffrev A. Davidson, Director
City of Quincy
City Hall
Quincy, Massachusetts 02169
Jaynes R. McIntyre, Signator
60
56
filled
$1^9,670
SMP
$2*4914 2/1/71
to
9/10/71
Ml-1021-25
Mr. Richard Cannon, Director
Eastern Middlesex Opportunities
Council, Inc.
57 Union Square
Somerville, Massachusetts 02143
Melvin H. Shea, Signator
13
13
filled
$ 75,000 $5769 2/1/71
to
1/31/72
CP-0650
fir. Robert W. Upshur
Springfield Action Commission, Inc.
11 Eastern Ave.
Springfield, Massachusetts 01109
Robert W. Upshur, Signator
37
30
filled
$ 63,696
Regular
0M
$1721 12/1/70
to
11/30/71
Ml-1010-25
Mr. Robert W. Upshur
Springfield Action Commission, Inc.
11 Eastern Ave.
228
151
filled
$259,990
SMP
$11*40 1/4/71
to
1 /4/72
I
Springfield, Massachusetts 01109
Robert V/. Upshur, Signator
at capaci ty due to nc ture of contrjact
Ml-0011-23
Mr. Frank B. James
Federated Eastern Indian league
Box 108 - 1*4*40 Building
West Chatham, Massachusetts 02669
Frank B. James, Signator
60
5*4
filled
$378,000
Regular
0M
1
I
$*4200 7/1/70
to
1/1/72
Ml-1011-25
City of Worcester
U55 Main Street
45
*40
$118,650
SMP
$2636 1/25/71
to
8/20/71
Worcester, Massachusetts OI608 • filled
1
»
j
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NEW CAREERS SPONSORS LISTING
STATE_Mas r» achu s e1
1
s
CP-0623
Mr. Robert Hill, Director
Action for Boston Community
Development
,
Inc
.
150 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
Kenneth I. Guscott, Signator
Slots Funding Slot Cost Dates
9/1/71
to
8/31/72
180
135-11*0
filled
$912,150
CEP
$5067
Nl-1036-25
Mr. Warren S. Fury, Director
Self-Help, Inc.
196 Main Street
Brockton, Massachusetts 021+01
Lawrence E. Zuk
,
Signator
20
0
filled
terminat
new cont
$1 1+3,11*0
NC
.ng contract
’act to begii
$7157
1 Aug. 2, 19
'
7/1/71
to
6/30/72
'1
Nl-1030-25
fir. Gordon F. Jones, Director
Massachusetts Inst, of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
John M. Wynne
,
Signator
23
23
filled
$106,970
SliP
$1+650 1+/12/71
to
1+/12/72
CP-0603
Mr. Richard McMahon, CEP Director
Community Teamwork, Inc.
10 Bridge Street
Lowell, Massachusetts 01852
Agnes D. Davis, Signator
60
1+5
filled
$158,681*
CEP
$261+ 1+ 1/1/71
to
12/31/71
CP-0603
Miss Denise Nunes, Director
Onboard, Inc.
1215 Purchase Street
New Bedford, Massachusetts O27 I+O
Donald Gomes, Signator
50
35
filled
capacity
$262,600
CEP
1+5
$5255
j
j
10/68
to
11/1/71
CP-O65 O
Mr. Robert W. Upshur
Springfield Action Commission, Inc
11 Eastern Avenue 1
Springfield, Massachusetts 01109
Robert W. Upshur, Signator
50
0
filled
contract
$130,593
1
1
1
j
being termir
1
f
$2611
<
1
t
1
lated
1
12/1/71
to
11/30/72
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SELECTED TRAINING PROGRAMS CONDUCTED UNDER THE
MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING AcYliT CE~P~TljEAE
OCCUPATION
SLOTS
APPROVED ENROLLED COMPLETED
536
53
38
627
%
DROPPED
OUT VMPT own
STILL
Clerk- Typist
n
n
Total
525
QU
60
669
713
8U
6k
861
75.17
63.09
59 . 37
72.82
177
19
6
202
97
27
16
1>(0
ENROLLED
12
20
32
Auto Mechanic
ft
II
Total
1U6
16
8>i
2b 6
202
16
9>4
312
102
5
67
17 >4
50. >49
31.25
71.27
55.76
55
11
27
93
>4
>4
1
>45
>45
>45
Communication 216 232 173 7>4
.
56 59**
Skills*
Basic Education* 5>40 755 500 66.22 255 21
" * ><80 655 263 >40.15 395 1
Total 1,020 1 , >410 763 5 >4. 11 650** 22
Employment
Orientation
Special Youth >+
8
>43 30 69.76 13**
Pre-Vocat i onal 3>48 571 128 22. >41 17>4 13 219
I?
>480 836 380 >45. >45 216 — 2>42
Total 828 1 ,>407 508 36.10 390** 13 >461
* Open-ended
** Includes transfers to Occupational Training Programs
lilt
BOSTON
OCCUPATION APPROVED ENROLLED COMPLETED
DROPPED
OUT PMPT nvvri
Clerk-typist
Clerk-typist
Clerk-typist
Clerk-typist
Clerk-typist
Clerk-typist
60
]*5
80
80
100
160
62
1*5
69
80
100
357
1*9
35
59
55
75
263
13
10
10
25
25
91*
jjImt
97
Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic**
Auto Mechanic**
36
15
15
16
16
16
32
33
15
15
17
1*5
2b
53
20
11
11
lit
3l*
12
13
1*
1*
3
11
8
12
l6 still enrollec
1* employed
29 still enrollec
Communication Skills * 96 79 6o 10
Communication Skills 81* 115 68 1*7
Communication Skills 36 38 36 2
Basic Education* 180 306 230 76
Basic Education* 360 It 1*9 270 179 21
Employment Orientation 1*8 1*3 30 13
Special Youth
Pre-Vocational** 2b 22 11 13 Not completed
Pre-Vocational* 20b 1*36 309 127
Pre-Vocational** It 8 68 18 50 still enrollec
Pre-Vocational** 20b 310 60 58 192 still enrollec
* Open-ended
** Still in Operation
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SPRINGFIELD
OCCUPATION APPROVED ENROLLED COMPLETED
DROPPED
OUT
Orient. Basic
Education
Orient. Basic
Education
Orient. Basic
Education
1*8
72
60
71
197
156
U2
127
96
29
70
60
employed
1
Auto Mechanic 16 16 5 11
Basic Education 96 190 85 105
- «
-
—
Basic Education 192 233 83 150
Basic Education 192 232 95 ll+O 1
Pre-Vocational*
Pre-Vocational**
Pre-Vocational**
96
2k
2k
200
1+1
53
119
2
2
81
17
21
10
22
2
still enrolled
Pre-Vocational** 1+8 71+ 1 18
28
1
still enrolled
Pre-Vocational**
Pre-Vocational**
Pre-Vocational*
2k
81+
1+8
1+1
102
60
1+
11
ll+
12
55
30
81+
still
still
still
enrolled
enrolled
enrolled
* Open-ended
** Still in Operation
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OCCUPATION APPROVED
NEW BEDFORD
ENROLLED COMPLETED
DROPPED
OUT
Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic
20
16
16
16
16
22
21
18
16
17
18
12
10
1)4
13
b
9
8
2
It
Clerk-typist 20 20 16 1*
Clerk-typist 16 16 lh p
Clerk-typist 16 16 11
Clerk-typist 16 16 12 k
Clerk-typist ** 16 16 b
EMPLOYED
9
8
11
13
10
T
10
12 still enrolled
** Still in Operation
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LOWELL
OCCUPATION APPROVED ENROLLED COMPLETED
Clerk-typist 20 21 19
Clerk-typist** 1+0 1+3 iq
DROPPED
PUT EMPLOYED
20 still enrolled
** Still in Operation
APPENDIX II
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Structure - Manpower
The revised structure:
National Manpower Coordinating Committee (NMCC)
Begional Manpower Coordinating Committees (RMCC)
State Manpower Planning Councils (SMPC)
Ancillary Manpower Planning Boards (AMPB)
Area Manpower Planning Councils (AMPC)
State Manpower Planni ng Councils
The councils will he the creations of the Governor and will operate
under his auspices. The Ancillary Manpower Planning Boards will operate
in such areas as the Governor deems appropriate. These boards will be
locally based geographical subcouncils of the State Council, called into
existence by the Governor after consultation with the heads of the
affected jurisdictions and the PMCC. The boundaries of existing planning
areas, such as unified state planning districts, EDA districts, and exist-
ing CAMPS areas should be fully considered. The Governor will plan for
state-wide manpower and manpower-related programs which are not subject
to the authority of local officials or sponsors and for the "balance of
the State" not covered by designated area councils.
Area Manpower Planning Coun cils
Designation of areas to be covered by the AMPC's will be the responsi-
bility of PMCC's, in consultation with the Governor and heads of appropriate
local jurisdictions.
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Areas will be selected from the following types:
1. Those in which the mayor or other chief executive has
been receiving a CAMPS grant for manpower planning
staff.
2. Those which contain a city of at least 100,000 people.
3. Those which, in the judgment of the RMA, are likely to
be served by a prime sponsor as this mode of program
management becomes more widely established.
The areas are intended to cover a substantial portion of a functional
labor market area. SMSA and manpower planning council area lines should
be coterminous wherever possible. Final decisions on disputed area lines
will be made by the chairman of the RMCC.
Functions
Area Council:
The mayor, through the AMPC, is to prepare the comprehensive area
manpower plan. The components of the plan will be:
1. Hie assessment of needs for and present availability of
manpower services within the area.
2. A statement of priorities among types of services to meet
the needs and populations to be served.
3. Recommendation for program funding.
The plan should describe the optimal program mix to meet the need for
services, without particular regard to the existing mix of programs. The
AMPC will continue to provide a review of manpower program operations and
share information.
The flow of area plans is as follows:
The AMPC will guide the secretariat staff in preparing the plan for
the mayor who convened the council. When the mayor approves the plan, he
120
submits it to both the Regional Manpower Coordinating Committee and the
State Manpower Planning Council. The SMPC reviews and comments on the
area plan, and submits its findings to the Governor, who reviews them
and forwards comments to the RMCC. A copy of these comments will be
made available at the same time to the initiator of the plan. The RMCC
will consider those comments in conjunction with its reviews of the area
plan. It will also negotiate any necessary changes that are resolved
through discussions (initiated by the Governor) between the SMPC and the
local executive who initiated the plan. The RMCC approved plans will be
utilized by the funding agencies (including the State MDTA Operations Com-
mittees) in developing their plans and funding decisions.
State
Ihe State Council will guide the secretariat staff in developing the
state manpower plan for the Governor. This will involve:
1. assessment of needs
2. setting of priorities of services to meet these needs for
specialized state-wide program efforts
3. ancillary areas included in the "balance of the state"
recommended funding plan
The Council will further:
1. review and comment on the plans submitted by the mayors
2. insure that the portions of the "balance of the state" plan
which cover the surrounding region are in harmony with and
support the plan for the subject area
3. responsibility for providing technical assistance and
secretariat support to ancillary planning boards
121
Region
Specific functions of the RMCC include:
1* review and approval of Governor's and Mayors' plans
2. mediation of differences between Mayors' p]ans and
Governor's comments on them
3. technical assistance to state and area planners
* recommending action to funding agencies
5. maintaining up-to-date and integrated state area plans
6. acting as appeal authority
State and Area plans must be presented at an appropriate point in
the management cycle before decisions are made. As a general rule, plans
must be completed by mid-April. It is anticipated that this opportunity
should be readily accepted, and the FY 1975 plans (though perhaps lacking
the depth of analysis normally desired) will be submitted within this time
frame
.
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